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1:00 to 1:30 P.M.
Fultm, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, December 20, 1956 Number Fifty-One
A Christmas Story
To Be Told Sunday
At Baptist Church
Gene Gardner
(Ine morning last week 1 was
up 'way before breakfast. Hav-
ing a quiet visit with myself.
I decided to have a Little com-
pany and turned on the radio
dial to WFUL to hear whit
ole Podner Gardner was say-mg
in the wee hours of the early
morning 0;e Podner was just
firing away at his music and
his commercials just as though
h( had a studio full of people
. . when I knew that the
only company he had out there
was his trusty microphone, the
kmely looking beacon light on
tile transmitter tower, and Psr-
haps a little mouss. or two that
frolics out there when things
are peas-eful and quiet
Gt ne had Just finished a
commercial for one of our ap-
preciated sponsors and says
Gene. "Just hold the fort Pod-
ner, somebody will be in the
store with you in a few min-
utes." Well, I thought I would
kid Gene a little bit and call-
ed him and told him that I
had just called that particular
store . . . it was five-thirty
A. K. . . and the phone did
not answer. Podner Gardner.
in his usual cheery and irumit- ilemple, Fred Bondurant. Mrs
able manner told me that mar: L C Brown. Edwin Bondu
be the salesman had 110042 Out rant, Miss Dorothy Boyd, H. E
fer a quick cup of coffee Boyd. Miss Nelle Mare
Mooneyham. H. C. Sams, Sr.,
Mrs. Hubert Wright, James
Mullenix, Miss Nancy Adams,
Oden Fowler, Mrs. John D.
Laida, Paul Butts.
Committers and Individuals
He was kidding of course,
bus you'd never know it, for
the way that Gene handles his
Hew and Shine program from
five A. M until seven A. M.
and his RFD 1270 program
from ten A. M. until- 12.00
noon makes his wide radie
listening audience think thst
every piece of music he plays
is "live" talent and every com-
mercial or public service state-
ment he makes Is broadcast in
pereon.
To prove this point I'll tell
you a little story. Once I stop-
ped at a service station and
was much pre-occupied with
many things when the attend-
ant said to me:`' Does Polly
Bergen stay at the station all
the time." Well. I couldn't im-
agine what the fellow was tak-
ing about until I realized the
manner in which Gene handles
teat commercial. Gene always
says after a.Polly Bergen com-
mercial, . . "all right now,
Miss Polly,- -you just -sit over
-there in the corner and have
your "enjeys" until I finish
with this next commercial."
That service station attendant
would never believe that Miss
Polly Bergen's voice was on
a rical transcription.
On another occasion I was
sitting at my desk at the ste-
ncil pondering away at some
problem or another and in the
background I could hear Pod-
ner Gardner having a wonder-
ful time conducting his pro-
gram. I could hear the music
of Gene's close friend, Jimmy
Work and his combo. I could
hear the music of Elvis Pres-
ley. I could hear Carl Smith,
Marty Robbins, Faron Young,
all good friends of Gene's and
they all seemed to be having
a real ball in that control
room. After each musical selec-
tion Gene would say: "Now
Jimmy, just sit over in the
corner, watch out for that turn-
table when you put the guitar
down, etc, etc, etc." Then Miss
Polly Bergen came on and
Gene said: "Miss Polly, you'll
have to sit on Marty's lap
cause its getting a little crowd-
ed in here. Be careful, now
don't spill that wide pop on
your dress."
I had to atop what I was
doing . . . to see for myself
If all of those people were in
that contml room . . four by
six . with their musical in-
strumente and their perellucts,
(Continued on Mee Five)
The Christmas program with
Tableaux and color film strip
of the Old Masters "Come and
Adore Him" by Ellen Jane
Lorenx will be presented by
the choir of the First Baptist
Church at five o'clock on the
afternoon of December 23, 1956.
The public is invited to attend
this unusual program.
The complete program and
the personnel is as follows:
The ,choirs of the church will
participate in a most impres-
sive Program depicting scene,
of the Nativity and other
stories of Christman
Among those who will take
part in the program are the
following
The Interpreter --Mrs. John
D. Laida; The Voice of Scrip-
ture—Rev. John D. Laida; Mary
—Cathy Campbell; Joseph—
Philip Jeffress; Angels—Mrs.
Ronald Mac Fields, Judith Ann
Stanfield, Martha Kay Hemp-
hill; Organist—Mrs. J U. Mc-
Kerui ree ; Pianist—Mrs.. J. A
HemphilL
Director of the Adult Choir
and the Men's Chorus—Mrs.
Walter A. Voelpel; Director of
the Girls' Chorus and the Jun-
ior Choir—Miss Betty Boyd
Benn et t; Film Projection—
James Allen Willingham.
Adult Choir Members:
Mrs. Charles Gregory, James
H. Warren. Mrs. 0. L. Lamas-
cus. Bobby Newton. Mrs. Char-
les Burrow, Jerry Coates. Mrs.
Fred Bon d uran t Hugh Rush-
ton. Miss Mollie Wiley, Rich-
ard Locke, Mrs. Verna DeMyer,





prank of several years ago the
Fulton Liens Club caused the
"arrest" of two tourists _last
Friday, with local police briKt•
mg the couple to Smith's Rose
Room where they were the
surprised guests of the Club
for a Christmas meal.
Mr. and Mrs. Jahn Gunter-
son of Michigan. returning
from a quail hunt in Arkaneas,
were taken into custody by
Police on the Highway 51 By-
Pass, dined, presented with




Alvin Danitor-SeShupe, aii. re-
els—left-teat Mndue=
tor- of Fulton.atied Saturday
evening. Dec. 15, at 6:30 2t
the I. C. Hospital in Paducah.
Funeral services were held
Monday. Dec. 17, at 2.30 at the
Whittle) Funeral Home chapel.
The Rev H. E. Russell. pastor
of the First Methodist Church,
assisted by the Rev. John
Laida, pastor of the First Bap-
tist Church and Rev. Oakley
Woodside, pastor of the Cum-
berlarvi Presbyterian Church
officiated. Burial was in Fin--
view Cemetery.
Mr. Shupe was born on Oct.
20, 1895 in Obion County, Tenn.
the son of Dan and Elizabeth
Spangler Shupe. He retired
Isom the railroad in 1953. He
asps a member of the First
Methodist Church and the Bro-
therhood of Railway Trainmen.
Mr. Shupe leaves his wife,
Mrs. Bertha Johnenn Shupe; a
son, Charles Shupe of Fulton; a
daughter, Mrs. D. E. Purvis of
Fulton; a brother H. E. Shupe
of Fulton; and a sister, Mrs.
Grace Griffin of Fulton; and
several iiwieces and nephews.
The honorary pallbearers
were members of the South
Fulton The Department. Active
pallbearers were Homer Wil-
son, Sam Jones, Butch' Simons,
Pete Ferguson, Vic Voegeli,
and Ernest Cardwell.
elwarge of Setting and Arrange-
ments:
Manger Scene and Star—
James Allen Willingham, Char-







G. Boyd, Mrs. R. V. Putman,
Jr., Mrs. James H. Warren,
Mrs. James Allen Willinghiun,
James Allen Willingham, Hu-
bert Mulins.
Gin Chorus:
Barbara Davis Patricia Legg,
Laraine Fields, Janice Sue
Fields, Jean Bynum, Judy
Moore, Judy Burton, Ophelis
Speight, Gloria Hiram. Judy
Harrison, Elaine Beggs, ,Wanda
Smith. Jackie Rawls, Chan
Covington, Nancy Omar, Caro-
lyn Neeley, Saundra Latham.
limier Choir:
Klinda Boulton. Mary ldella
Bondurant Clete Beggs, Wanda
Cash, Sandra_ Cash, Cathy
Campbell, Patricia Carlisle,
Phyllis Carlisle, Sylvia Carden,
Sherri Curd, Sheri Elliott. Nor-
man Freeman. Joan Fuller,
Mary Elizabeth Fields, Donnie
Green, Annie Lee Green, Ro-
bert Moss. Phillip Moss, Judy
Neeley. Joyce Owens, Mary
Virginia Page. Sydney Phillips,
Sidney Peterson. Carolyn Pet-
erson, Marie Ruddle, Stuart
Voelpt 1. Sally Williams, Lydia
Wright, Cecelia Wright, Terry
Willingham, Harry Wiliams,
Lou Ella Ray, Sherri Milstead.
Choir School
Presents Cantata
One hundred inernhere of the
Methodist Choir School will
present a Christmas cantata
"Chimes of The Holy Night"
on Sunday night, Dec. 23, at
the First Methodist Church be-
ginning at 7 o'clock.
The public is cordially in-
vited to attend.
MeCONNELL REVIVAL
A series of Gospel meetings
at the McConnell Church of
Christ is being conducted by
Bro. Martel Pace of Flint,
Michigan through Saturday,
December- -22nd.. Services are
at 7:15 p. m. each evening.
It's A Boy
Mr. ard Mrs. Gene William
Adder of Nokomis, Ill, are the
proud parents of a son born
Sunday. Dec. 16 at 1030 a. m.
at the Pena Hospital, Pane, Ill.
The baby weighed 8'2 pounds
and has been named Michael
William. Mrs. Adden is the
former Mary Ann Brady,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Brady of Fulton.
Give To The Needy
sancssiorstancinassasitecessitsass assumes +xi-
In this, our annual Christmas issue, we want
to extend to you our most sincere wishes for a
Merry Christmas.
We deeply appreciate the kindnesses, the
co-operation, the friendly spirit and the excel-
lent support that you, our advertisers, sub-
scribers, and our commercial printing accounts
have accorded us during this year.
To our community correspondents and other
special contributors we also express our gen-
uine appreciation for your writings. Without
your faithful news letters we could not mirror
the weekly life of this splendid Ken-Tenn area















At a meeting of interested citizens held Wednes-
day night at the KU office, progress was made on getting
together facts and-figures to present to the Federal Gov-
ernment for consideration of an Alcatraz-type prison
for this area.
Meanwhile, thoughts were ad-
%anced in this respect by the
Paducah-Sun Democrat in its
Tuesday issue regarding the
area-
The' 
of this Federal 
thestablishment for e Fulton
ea_
e editorial said:
"From what we hear nearly
t very town and community in
West Kentucky, West Tennes-
see and Southern Illinois is
making a bid for the proposed
maximum-security federal pri-
son which will be built in these
parts when and if Congress pro-
:des the funds. o.
"Towns in the Cairo area
banded together some months
.go to make a strong appeal
for the prison to be built in
BUY A PAPER FOR
CHARITY: SUNDAY
Anacistaitamiannagessninonintswegoassentannitawmincsontsonvo4
WFUL Will Broadcast Mayfieild Ball
Tournament For Area Sports Fans
Radio Station WFUL AM-
FM will fallow the Fulton
Bulldogs and the Hickman
Wildcats in the forthcoming
Mayfield Christmas Tourna-
ment Dec. 26, 27. and 28. Both
the Hickman and Fulton teams
are seeded ailing with South
Marshall and Mayfield, the host
team.
The Hickman quintet plays
in the second afternoon game
with Cunningham and will be-
gin approximately at 3:30.
Hickman defeated Cunningham
hi a regular season game. The
first game of the tourney gets
underway Wednesday afternoon
at 2 p. m. with South Mar-
shall playing New Concord.
Fulton in the lower bracket
plays Wednesday night ir_vin-
ring at 730. The Bulldogs drew
defending Tournament Cham-
pion Kirksey. The Eagles edg-
ed New Concord in a thriller
last year for the crown and
leading scorers in Guard Bob water department will be as-
boast one of the purchase area's I aumed by Hugh Barnes..
Darnell. Rounding out the first
Hay's action will be the game
1-4 t ween Mayfield and Lynn
Grove.
The Semi-finals will be held
Thursday night and the Con-
solation a n d Championship
games on Friday night.
WFUL will broadcast the
tournament as long as either
Hickman or Fulton stays in
contention.
0. L. Bushart Resigns
Water Dept. Position
0. L. Bushart who has ser-
ved as water superintendent of
the City of South Fulton for
the past seventeen years. has
announced his retirement from
that work effective January
1st.
Mr. Bushart will continue
his duties as patrolman with
the South Fulton Police De-
partment. His duties with the
NOW IT CAN BE TOLD: Above pic-
ture, taken a couple of hours before
Rotary party, shows Mrs. White do,
ing all the work of decorating the
tree, setting up the table arrange-
ments and decorations, and in general
providing the atmosphere that Bob got
all the credit for.
AW. IT WASN'T NOTHIN1 . . . Ro-
tarians gathered at Smith's Rose Room
Tuesday for Christmas luncheon and
party, were greeted by smiling pro-
gram chairman Bob White, who
pleasantly acknowledged their con-
gratulations for doing swell job or-
ganizing, decorating and staging
party.
The first of a proposed an
"Big Brother" newspaper
sale will be conducted next
Sunday morning by members
of the South Fulton Booster
Club and interested citizens.
The "Big Brother" sale will
begin with a kick-off breakfast
at the Coffee Shop about 5:30
a. m. .and salesmen will then
sell papers on downtown streets
and door-to-door during the
morning.
Proceeds will be used to
vide Christmas baskets




At an examining trial Mon-
day morning before County
Judge Homer Roberts at Hick-
man, Joe Cooper of Hickman
was bound over to the action
of the Grand Jury during the
January term of court. His
bond was set at $5,000. He made
bond and was released from
jail.
Cooper was arrested follow-
ing the death of James Pra-
ther. Hickman fish dock oper-
ator. on a charge of willful
murder.
Cooper had shot Prather sev-
eral days before Prather died
in the Fulton Hospital and out
of jail on bond. Doctors attend-
ing Prather said he died of na-




town has suggested that the
prison be built in a national
forest and on land already
owned by the United States
along the Ohio River near the
Hardin County treat.
"Murray has put in its ap-
pheation, although the plan to
locate a prison there is meeting
with some opposition Fulton
wants the new "Alcatraz" as
dots Union City in Tennessee.
And we could go on for a long
time with other towns that
want the prison.
"There are advantages, and
of course, drawbacks to having
primin in a town.
"One of the main advantages
is that the government will
spend upward of 15 million
dollars in the construction of
the buildings. That would pro-
vide employment for a lot of
people and provide a badly
needed payroll for some corn-
nainity.
"But that is not all. The
prison would be staffed by 150
civil service employes, and the
payroll would become a last-
ing benefit to the community's
economic life.
"The prison would use 1,130,-
000 kilowatts of electrisae
year, require 48 million gallons
of water annually, 30 million
cubic feet of gas or 400,000 gal-
lons of oil or 3,000 tens of
coal for heating purposes every
pm_ year.
for "Most of the community
Bro. leaders feel that these advant-
ages outweigh the disadvant
ages of being a "prison town.'
"There is no question bie
what this area could benefit
from the the economic shot in
the arm.
"For that reason, we hope
tl.at one of the communities






And many more to Mrs.
Ethel Byrd who celebrated her
102nd birthday on Wednesday.
Spry and happy as can be,
Mrs. Byrd visited with many
of her friends Wednesday
when her daughter, Mrs. S. L.
Craver held open house for
her.
BISHOP VISITS FULTON
The Rt. Rev. Gresham Mar-
main. Episcopal Bishop of Ken-
tucky, will be in Fulton for
Christmas Eve Communion
service at Trinity Episcopal




Grateful merchants, a-p-preciative of the loyal patron-
age of their many friends in the Fulton area are today
extending Christmas and season's greetings to their many
friends in this issue of the Fulton County News.
Similarly, many merchants and service organizations
are using Radio Station WFUL to extend greetings and
many merchants have contracted for time to broadcast
many of the old favorite stories
of literature and the Bible to
make Christmas Eve and
Christmas Day a time for re-
flection and thanksgiving.
The Fulton Ministerial Alli-
ance will broadcast the "Story
of the Nativity", while other
merchant's and groups have
contracted for the Littlest An-
gel, an hour's program of
Christmas carols, Santa Claus
Rides Again, the Miracle of
Jasper Crown, Christmas with
Ted Malone and the Melacri-
rino String orchestra, anion(
many others.
Meanwhile, the Rev. Oden
Brewer, a recording artist of
Dalton, Georgia and a regular
weekly feature of the station
will be on the air from one
until tV/12 p. m. on Christmas
Day. Rev. Brewer who pla,ys
the violin, the guitar and the
piano will have on his program
his entire family, wife and six
children, all of them accom-
plished musicians.
All programs on WFUT. on
Christmas Eve and Christmas
Day will be planned for your
holiday listening pleasure and
most of them will be sponsored
by merchants and various or-
ganisations in the Fulton area.
Make WFLYI. your listening
post for the Christmas season.
Dr. Bell Was An Astonishing Inventor.
New Museum Points Out In Displays
11, Haddock. No\ a Scotia, bt•
side Cape Breton Island's beau-
itful Bras d'Or Lakes, a
museum will be dedicated Au- ,
gust 18 to the genius of Alex-
- -I
A PROUD CHILD I






tuujer Graham Bell. '
The inventor of the tele-
phone, who lived for .mare than
35 sumnwrs near Baddeck, pur-
-lied there an astonishing range
•.f ideas and .scientific inter -
e•ts. The new museum shows
the breadth of his work.
. The inventor - the tele-
phone. which carried the
spoken word over a beam of,
light, and a multiple telegraph
that sent several messages sim-
ultaneously over one wire. He
picneered in aviation, from
man-carrying kites and.. the
movable aileron to jet-powered
helicopter rotors; experimented
with the disc phonograph re-
..ord and an early iron lung;
lesigned • hydrofoil speedboats
and studied livestock breeding.
Tireless Seeker
"A • daring, original thinker
,vith a mind that tirelessly
questioned and probed," Dr.
Bell is described in the current
National Geographic Magazine
by the Hon. Jean Lesage, Cana-
dian Minister of Northern Af-
fairs and National Resources,
who brought the Bell Museum
t , •
Canadian officials and mem-
bers of the Bell family, includ-
ing: his daughters, Mrs. Gilbert














(Next to News Office)
24 Hoar Service
Fairchild, will officially open
.11e museum. Its priceless col-
lection "includes relics, notes,
and worknig models of Dr.
Bell's inventions. Unpublished
notebooks, recorded on micro-
film for viewing .by scientists,
scholars, and historians, show
researches never before made
known.
Hundreda, of photographs de-
tact Dr. Bell's full, productive
life. Many were taken by his
son-in-law. Dr. Gilbert Gros-
venor, long-time editor and
president of the National Geo-
graphic Society. Enlarged and
mounted on display panels.
they are a gift of the Society
-vi'hich Dr. Bell helped to found
.and headed from 1898 to 1903.
Architecturally, the $375.000
museum built by Canada to
house the Bell collection was
inspired by the inventor's use
tetrahedral design. Of three-
floor, split-level layout with
steeply pitched roof, the mu-
seum's trianglar motif is car-
ried out in glass, stone, and
wood. It stands on a hillside
knoll looking across blue
waters to the wooded heights
of the Bell estate, Beinn
Bhreagh, meaning in Scottish
Gaelic, "Beautiful Mountain."
Aerial Experinieat Aseotiatiets
Tetrahedral kites of all sizes
resulted from Dr. Bell's inter-
est in heavier-than-air flying
machines. _ The largest, the
honeycomb-celled Cygnet, car-
ried a man to 168 feet in 1907.
Dr, Bell's "Aerial Experiment
Association" also built four air-
planes, the famous Silver Dart
becoming the first plane to
fly in Canada, February 23,
1509.
Dr. Bell's pen-and-ink notes,
reproduced orr-glass panels in
the museum, are startling in
their 'vision. One, dated June
30, 1910, shows a little one-
man helicopter hovering in
mid-air. On another of July 1,
1893, a model rocket plane
tears aloft. "Winged fly-
wheels" in the collection, with
propellerlike blades giving ver-
tical lift, used mechanical pow,-
er, homernake rockets, and
even jet thrust at the blade
tips.
Another exhibit shows Dr.
Bell's hydrofoil speedboats. By
designing metal underwater
"wings" arranged in tiers'Alite_
venetian blinds, the inventor
and his associate, F. W. Bald
win, produced craft whose
hulls rose above the water to
develop higher speeds.
One such boat, the giant tor-
pedo-shaped HD-4, set a world
record in 1919, driven. by twin
Liberty- aircraft -engines over
Baddeck Bay at 70.86 miles per
hour.
Teacher el the Deal
The Baddeck years were
happy, fruitful ones for Dr.
Bell. If asked to state his pro-
fession, the famoui inventor
invariably replied. "I am a
teacher of the dear Be, in-
deed, he had begun his work-
ing life. Following in the
footsteps of his father, he con-
tinued to help the deaf
throughout his life.
His forte was pure reasearch,
however. At Baddeck he could
give his mind full scope. He
built an 80-foot, three-legged
watchtoweir to test the tetra-
hedron's srength; devised solar
stills to provide drinking water
from the sea; and over many
years developed a flock of
twin-bearing sheep
On August 2, 1922, Alexander
Gvaham died at Baddeck.
He was buried at the summit
of Beim Bhreagh. For one
minute during , the service
every telephone in America re-
mained silent.
At his express wish. Dr
Bell's tombstone bears the
words, "Died a Citizen of the
U. S. A!' But, as the Canadian-
Minister Mr. Lesage writes,
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TO EACH OF OUR LOYAL FRIENDS
City National Bank
Established 1897
OUT ON A LIMB
By Stumpy Nit.CUII0Ch
* * *
"Mr. Jones," she young feller said,
"et-As-that is, Can I—will you—"
"Why shore,'my boy, you can love
bee.- Or Hannibal said:
The young feller gasped. "Have
who?" he asked.
"My daughter. You want to marry
her, don't you?"
"No, sit, the feller said. "I jest
wanted to know if you could loan
me raenty•tive dollars.'
"Tweitty-tive dollars!" shouted Dl'
Hannibal. "Certainly not! Why, I
hardly know you!''
* * *
No tree farmer nerds to be told
why they call me slumps McCul-
loch! That's 'cause I talk so much
about (satin' short stumps! If you
cut low stumps, sou're sas in' wood
in the biggest part of the tree. And
low stumps permit a truck to get
around more easily in the woods--
and that means wood don't have to
be carried so far for loading!
* * *
Low stumps save wear and sear on
a truck, too. If you skid your wood,
high stumps will otten hang up 7our
lop—and a feller tan waste • Its of
time workrtv the logs free. Besides,
this afn't easy work, and it may darn.
site a tractor or bruise • horse's shoul-
ders. So cut. those stumps shoe —it s a
*aim ot good forestry!
* * *
Down in North Carolina. I hear,
the Agricultural Extension Service
of the State College is sterna' a
new program to help tree farmers
'earn more about how to market
their timber! They're hirin' • tim-
ber expert, who'll travel around
the state, tenni' tree farmers about
present market outlets, trading
system,. measurement methods, de-
Oland trends, pricing factors: and
the like. The same thing is happen-
ing in many other states And that's
good new s—'cause we all need to
know more •hout how we can best
market our trees!
* * *
Before you ship your logs, I we
found, it. a good idea to make sure
there aren't any nails or slices erri-
bedded in them. Trees from fence
rows and barnyards, espesrally, are
apt to have old nails, horse shoes at
other metal obpects attached Some-
times logs are even shipped with ax
beads or wedges in them All these
ohio n can be mighty dangerous to
the tellers at the saw mill or pulp-
wood mill. So keep an eye out for
them'
* • •
-This is an ideal spot for a pie-
sic," the gal said.
"It shore most be," said Young
Zeke. "Fifty million inset is taint
be wrong'
* * *




21; Jack Visegli, James
(' •rnphell. Kay French;
: •22 M1-s. Kerawth
VI. M. Killebrew; Dec. 23• Her-
: ,an Sums. Rupert. Brow-
r. Dee. 24: George
,*.ret-ry•I Mrs. Robert Moore,
I' liv T.lornoson: Dec. 25: Hal
Wiseman, Mrs. If. L. Collier.
June Gordor: Dec. 26V Beek
Wiseman, Mrs. Olive _Cunning-
ham; Dec. 27: H C. Sams, Jr.,
Ward J.ahnson.
izen of the world, for his
genius enriched thelives of all
people in all lands."
The Fulton News. Thursday. December 20, 1956
Services For Luther
Gossum Held Dec. 14
In Water Valley
Sem, ices for Luther Gossum
of Water Valley, who died
Wednesday night, Dec. 12, at
the Fulton Hoapital. were held
at the Methodist Church in
Water Valley Friday afternoon.
Dec. 14 at 2. The Rev. Marl,.
Proctor, pastor, officiated Bur-
ial, under direction of Whitnel
Funeral Home,' was fh - Camp
Beau regard • -Cern eta. et dear
Water Valley. He was 89
Mr. Gossum fell recently and
broke his leg.
He was limn Dec 23, 1868
in Hickman County. He was
the son of the. late W. A. :rid
Lydia Orton Gossum. He had
never married and was a farm-
.er-- For the past 10 years, Mr.
Gossum had made his home
with his sister, Mrs. M. E. Ay-
di 11)11 He was a member of the
Methodist Church of Water
Valley.
Mr, Gossum It'aVtti three
sisters. Mrs. M. E.. Aydelott,
Mrs. T. W. Lamb, and Mrs
John Colley. all of Water Val-
ley; two brothers, Walter Goa-
sum of Trenton, Tenn., and
_araesaste siceicm sat xi: iss sa acre see tee atm *cam ss sw stics
Ben Gossum of Wingo; and
seVeral nieces and nephews
The Kentucky State Medi,
Society was organized in 1851
JUST WHAT
,1 THE BABY NEEDS
A(a n he found in our
I! baby department. Bab'
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Many items HALF PRICE;
substantial mark-downs on
other items.





All sales cash; no returns
wanted to do at a bargain price.
Custom Sawing
Dressing and Sizing Lumber
Stove and Fireplace wood -Filing Saws















































The Fulton News. Thursday. December 20, 1956
Would You Qualify
To Adopt Baby?
For every seven couples wimp
'-want to adopt a baby, adoption
agencies have only one chijd
available, say the editors of
Changing Times, The Kiplinger
Magazine. This situation has
caused the agencies to set up
stiff requirements in placing
children in "ideal" homes. _
Almost unanimously, agencies
want couples under 40 who can
prove.that they can never have
children. Those with chronic
physical defects are considered
had risks. Most states provide
by law that children of one
race cannot be placed with
parents of arrither and some
courts have held that babies
of their own religion_ Financi-
al stability is more important
than wealth, but adopting par-
erits must be able to provide
a child a room of his own.
Some procedures for match-
ing a child and prospective
parents include: holding up
placement of a brown-eyed
child until brown-eyed parents
are found; looking at a young-
ster with an eye to what his
mother And lather might have
achieved educationally had
their circumstances been dif-
ferent. Old rules dictated that
college-bred couples could not
huve a Child of ill-educated
parents. Today, scientific know-
ledge about heredity end early
tasting by pediatricians and
psychiatrists is being relied up-
trust be placed with famihes on more and more.
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May the Intimate peace of Christ-
mas morning be encircled with the
warmth arid glow of the Christmas
spirit peace of heart akin to the
spirit of the Holy Season. And so,
best wishes for you on this birth-
-day of a tiny Babe who brought
peace and hope to this world two
thousand years ago.
Ever wonder if your young-
ster spends more than other
children his own age? Today,
report the editors of Changing
Times, The Kiplinger Maga-
zine, children handle more
money and take spending
money more. for granted than
ever before.
To see how your youngster
compares with the average,
here are figures showing what
children spend each week and
where the money comes from.
Age Earned Front parents Total
%-9 g .30 $ 40 $ .70
10-12 .70 80 1.30
MI5 1 80 1 40 3.00
18-18 4.20 3.20 7.40
In the youngest ace group,
^zindv. ice cream an "odes ac-
count for the largest expendi-
tures. In the 10-to-12 age
group, movies become a stand-
ard expense Spending money
on records anti hobbies be.
a regular item for the
bov between 13 and IS, while
his female counterpart nails
buying cosmetics, minor items
of clothing and costume jewel-
ry. Dating Is a heavy expense
for boys in their late teens (115-
18). while outlays for beauty
ard adornment climb in the
girls' budgets.
According to the editors, 81%
of all youngsters receive form-
al allowances. Another hi%
get informal ones — varying
sums at irregular intervals with
which to cover their expenses.
Only 3% get no allowance ot
any kind. Getting a regular
sum and making it last is the
.pnly_. practical way, say money-
management experts, to teach
children to make choices and
as.sume responsibility in fin-
ancial matters.
About seven out of ten chil-
dren earn some of their money.
Young ones get it chiefly from
paid household chores. (Adel-
ones baby-sit, usher in movie
theaters, clerk in five-and-tens
on Saturdays. Encouraging
youngsters to earn some of
their money is good training,
but they should do some house-
-Md tasks without pay.
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"In Philadelphia. as in any
Northern city," Mr. Loenard
said in Look, "life for a Negro
like walking through a mine
field. He may get through un-
scathed, but when he least ex-
pects it, his world may ex-
plode."
"Whereas, in the South, a
Negro's limitations are clearly
-4efined by law and custom, in
the North he lives with only
a hazy idea of where the. limi-
tations lie."
"Segregation in the North
does not stop in private hous-:
ing" Mr. Leonard continued.!
"Public housing projects often I
uall -Negro simply because
there are so many Negroes re-
quiring shelter."
"The Negro citizen outside of
the South," Mr. Leonard said,
"looks into the unmasked face
of Jim Crow when he tries to
find a place to live. Most sub-
urb!: are closed to him. When
he succeeds in buying a house
in a white urban neighborhood.
the white residents generally
move away in panic. He is left
the colored district of the vil-
lage, the- great center of the
city." •
Me. Leonard indicates that
Negroes in the North are
thankful for the laws and the
commissions working against
segregation and discrimination.
"But they know in their hearts
that they are not yet really
free, and will never be free
until they can pit their money
on the line and buy or rent a
house in the neighborhood of
their choice."
"We can buy a Cadillac or a
Brooks Brothers suit" Negroes
say with regret, "but we can't
Loy a home. Our money's just
no good."
Bing Hampton-7:05 to 9:20
a. m. with his news and
mask and his Mystery Voice
(a local per.onality you ought
to know.) Sportscasting the
local ball garnsi on Fridays
on FM, teen-age panel every








AT OUR FRONT DOOR. Rain or shine, cold weather or w
arm
day or night, no need to walk more than a few steps from
your car into our store, with NEVER a parking worry.
PROMPT SERVICE always, because it's just a step from your
car to our door and return. Let us serve you.
BUCK BUSHART, Owner
ig4SittUUMUMUSSUStatAtALSUlaUSUUSUlataUMMAIS:e4US‘Ue.
At All Times Of Your Favorite Brands Of
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC BRANDS
CUPS MIXES SUPPLIES
....,/wirsxmnicieneimisitcwts,isnm7enentimmtoponenisminonpsispinienenutp
ALSO THE HOME OF THE FULTON DISTRIBUTING COMPANY, 
distributors (to retailers only) of the following brands of beer: (Prem-
ium): Schlitz,— Pabst, — Fehr's Liquid Gold; (Regular): Sterling,— Stag, — 
C. V., — Country Club.
cciPsysnosalestswsssossvoltaaassimoliannsniiewininsitlinosanonsaplansaimaragniesonaliminananwrowlrowlwiewilwwwW.mignolsommonorallwierr
nimnonownwrisnansnangnananaggilisa
ternoon at the Woman's Club
CHAIR SPECIAL
building for its annual Christ-
Hostesses were Mrs. D. C.
: 
mas party.
Thacker. Mrs. Allen Austin,
V
Mrs. Will Samoria-Mrs. Fost-
er Edwards, Mrs. J. W. Elledge,
Mrs. J. T. Willey and Mrs.a Leland Jewell.
For the occasion the club was
beautifully decorated. The de-
corating committee was Ms.
Joe Davis, Mrs. Roy Latta and
Mrs. Will Craddock.
The meeting was presided
over by the chairman, Mrs.
Clint Reeds. She was assisted
by Mrs. John Winey.
New members introduced
were Mrs. Morgan Omar and
Mrs. Leland Jewell.
The topic for the afternoon
was "Evergreen and Holly for
Christmas Decorations". The
leaders, Mrs. John Earle .and
Mrs. Ira Little. showed Christ-
mas Arrangements and decora-
tions they had made for the
entire house including the front
and back doors. These were
made from available materials
found in the yards and woods.
Following an exchange of
gifts, delicious refreshments of
fruit cake and coffee were ser-
%cid from a beautifully decora-
ted tea table, presided over by
Mrs. Reeds.
Kathryn Browder always has
a smile for everyone—but this
week she is even MORE radi-
,nt—and WE can guess WHY.
Her "boy" Jack is home for
Christmas. And what BETTER
V 
present could kny MOTHER
UMW nogagagagagagpivial ville, Oklahoma and it isn't so











To us this thing called business is founded large!,
friendship and the desire to be of service to our c
tomers. We have appreciated your acquaintance and
your patronage. And so to you and yours—we wish
a real Merry Qmistmas.
A. Huddleston Co.
Main Street
The' Fulton News. Thursday. December 20, 1956 will arrive from Murray State
 —come Sunday.
Diary of Doin's
By Mary Nelle Wright
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.
1001=1 • r
At Christmas time .our thoughts always turn toward
homg. Nes, we are thinking of the joyful holiday sea-
son when families and friends are together again. And
your Diarist bdieves that there is no place in the WORLD
whe people are happier—than we are here in our own
Utile town.
There's a feeling of real "to- For life is interwoven
getherness" in a small town. With the friends we learn
We are endebted to a friend of to know
ours who gave a poem to us And we hear their joys and
a few days ago that • really sorrows
sums up that feeling and we As we daily come and go.
want to bring it to you. It was So I like to live in a little
written by the late Colonel town
Carroll GuLlion who was a na- And I care no more to roam
tive of Kentucky. The Colonel Where every home in a little
returned to his own small town towln
in Kentucky after he was re- Is more than a house—it's
tired froth the United States HOME.
Army.
"I like to liye in a little We are interested to know
town that Margaret Brady Taylor
Where tree branches touch and hubby, Charles and little
across the street, "Chuck" have been transfer-
Where --you wave your hand red to St. Louis from Cape
and say hello! Girardeau. Charles, you will re- 4 ames and held an "Amateur
To everyone you meet, member, is Real Estate Mana- ontest"—and they tell us that
I like to spend a moment ger for Shell Oil Oompany. The Danny Hales and one of the
— Outside the grocery stare Frank Bradys, aill have a "Jones twins" simply STOLE
And listen to the friendly •'house full" this Christmas as the show!
gossip the Taylors ill come next Jen Ray received MANY
--Of the folks that live next door. Tuesday and ti.eir son, Tonimy lovely gifts and she DESER-
  VES them--she is a DARL-
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FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.












Jen Ray. Browder, that love-
ly little girl who belongs to
Wilma Jean and Charles Brow-
der had the sweetest birthday
Party on the 14th that any
child could DREAM of. She was
SIX years old on that day and
her mommy and daddy left NO
stone unturned to make it a
day that she and her little
friends would LONG remem-
ber. Wilma Jean and Charles
spent hours—and HOURS—de-
corating their attractive re-
creation room for this special
event. • The -room was. 4.-.Keal
CHRISTMASLAND,—ballons —
dozens of them—hung from the
ceiling and the posts were
wrapped with red and white
crepe paper—looking for all
the world like BIG candy
caries-
Hanging from a line and se-
cured by clothes pins were 40
Christmas socks filled with
favors for, each little guest.
They were MADE by Jen
Ray's grandmother—Opal Nan-
ney.
The lavishly decorated table
held as its centerpiece a BIG
birthday caka that Treva Gra-
ham had made for her little
nicce. On top of the cake—
six little singing birds held the
birthday candles. The cake was
surrounded by Christmas balls
and greenery.







easy for him to get home too
often. There'll be lots of gay
na rt it-s for the "crowd" that
Jack "belongs", to in the ole
home. town. We are certain the
eonversation will be ENDI-FSS
when Jack. Dr. Danny Baird
and Hunter Byrd Whitesell
(who goes to U. K.) get to-
gether. But they'll really miss
their good -friends, Billy Mur-
phy, Dr. Joe Davis and Read
Holland this ,year. There'll be
many a "page turned back" in
their conversation as they re-
member how scattered their
paths are—THIS Christmas.
Billy, his lovely lady. Susan.
little-- K.athn.-•ANI)---thr-pritir °f
the Murphy family. little •Har-
ry, .who was born in Germany
will celebrate their first Christ-
mas on foreign ,soit. Dr. Joe
and Marilyn and darling little
Susan live in Dallas, Texas and
they won't be able to come
home hut they'll spend the
Holidays in Oklahoma City
with - Dr. Joe's aunt, Thelma
-Russell. Read and Cissy Hol-
land are SO far, far away—
in Bandung, Indonesia. If mem-
ory would serve m'.'-.=L- should
like to complete this little
story about our five boys---and
their families—with some lines
from a poem. However. ALL. I
can remember is, -scattered by
the winds of time"---and those
really aren't the words—but
they convey the thought. I want
to leave with you.
Everyone will be interested
fo know that Carmen and Lar-
ry Depp, Jr. have moved from
Owensboro to LouisyWe for
six months. Larry • is taking e-
special Bridge Construction En-
gineering Course. He is a Uni-
versity of Kentucky Civil En-
gineer gradu.de and is employ-
ed by the Johnson. Depp and
Quinsenbery Engineers at
Owensboro. Confidentially. we
know the popular young couple
probably were "saddened" at
the thought of leaving Owens-
boro—even for six months—
because they haven't lived in
their NEW home so VERY
long.
Everyone is happy to know
that Steve Waldrop, son of-Mr.
and Mrs. Ned Waldrop of Ful-
ton was released from the Le-
Bonheur Children's Hospital at
Memphis Saturday. He was in
the hospital for about a week,
and is now reported to by get-
ting along fine.
Ruth Hastings Grissom of
Detroit is visiting her father,
Tom Hastings and her brother,
Carl Hastings and wife. Betty
at their hotne on Mayfield
Highway. We were so happy
to see Ruth several months ago
when she was! homn on a visit.
Memories go back—a long way
—when Ruth.--my siater- and I
spent many happy tunes to-
gether. Welcome home, Ruth! iskrwaseeeenierviles as as as so so maim no its sass rasa nue ss nots sass ss • 










Terrace Restaurant was a  
Social Interest In Centered /fl MarriageThe dining room at the Park
Live-
ly place Saturday night when Of Dr. Glynn Bushart and Mrs. Billie Houk
the South Fulton Juniors and
their sponsors, Mrs. Mansfield Mrs. Billie Rice Houk, daugh-
(Sara Beth) Martin and Ual tee of-Mr. and Mrs. Bill Rice
Killebrew enjoyed a delicious of Fern Creek, Ky.. becanie the
dinner party at 7:30. bride of Dr. Glynn Bushart of
ated with lights ahd greenery 
Fulton, son of the late Dr and
room The dining was decor-
indicative of the Christmas 
Mrs. R. L. Busha: t, in a simple
but impressive single-ring cere-
seams mony performed 
Saturday. Dec.
%
Each girl present was given '
15 at 3:45 p. m.
The nuptial vows were said
received' boxes of candy. After
a- lovely corsage and the boys
the dinner the guests enjoyea 
at the horn'.' *of the, bride, with
the Rev. Thomas Gilmer of the
dancing. Douglas Bliulevard Christuin
Kate and Robert Thompson Church _officiating..
were acting host. arid huatess - The ceremony - was-- perform--
at theft spacious home on the ed before an improvised altar
Middle Road Sunday night in front .1' the fire-place with
when members of the South stately palms, and candles
Fulton High School fruity burning in tiered floor stands.
held their annual Christmas Around the living rooms of
dinner. • the home, bouquets of white
For the occasion the lovely mums were placed to enhance
country home was artistically the beauty of the scene.
decorated with C h r i s t m a s - -For her—wedding the bride
greenery and glowing candles, wore a champagne-cu I o r e d
The meal was served buffet gown with a low-cut neckline
style from a beautifully ap- alien formed a point at the
pointed table covered with a nick. The bodice was of cham-
pagne colored lace and the full(Continted_r_rage Fix ,•,
iiiiiiiiiiiitansgstssasammsessursvmsamoitelmOnillastasinsatiasaMmsei
•
It's wooded& so fad, in
the midst at things, a sea-
son .like-thristmas time,
when all are thinking 01
peace on earth, good win
to men. It's a happy time
...a time for friendly
greetings and good wishes.
So, we extend our compli-
ments of the Season
we know and those whocn
we'd like to know.
skirt was chiffon with a full
underskirt of mat/chin taffeta.
She wore complimenting acces-
sories and Wore an orchid cur-
Sage-
Mrs Joseph Puckett of Fern
Creek was neutron of honor
and Charles Fields of Fulton
served as best man.
Mnis Puckett wore an acqua-
colored taffeta ballerina length
frock with matching artier:nines
and wore a corsage of yellow
mein& - • -
- A rticeptitin-Was - tied follow
ing the wedding ceremony in
the home of the bride's par-
ents.
The out of town guests at-
tending the wedding included
Dr. Bushares two sons, Gerald
Bushart of the University of
KentuckY, Lexington, and Dun-
can . Bushart of Fulton; the
groom's sister, Miss Mary
Swann Bushart of Fulton; Mr.
and Mrs. G. P. Godfrey of Lex-
ii.gton; and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Fields of Fulton.
Dr. and Mrs. Bushart are now
residing in their new home in
the Count rN Club Courts
//Mt ( hi-tr./Wit
it tit Ij 05
"PIM DAll.Y BREAD"
WIll•L 112:0 h. Sund.i, 9:15
A.. •
We halts complete stocks d
DAYTON V-BELTS







JACK AND JILL SHOP
Lake Street--Fulton
Finding a PAINT
t. match your rug?
Wc h•re just the color you want
its our wide and wonderful an
lectioa of hundred. el =out%
new Maestro Colors,
cosl000-ossim yorr colors





THE MERRIEST AND HAPPIEST OF HOLIDAYS - -
with wishes for Good Health and Prosperity
in the NEW YEAR!
Wacl.., urn. Co.
"TRADE with WADE and SATE"
































































































































































































Popular Fulton Couple ,harried In Lovely
Cerentony On December bit In California
a candlelight cervniuny
qiieninized Saturday afternoon,
Dec. 1. at 4 o'clock, at the
Church of Christ in Hawthorne,
('alit.. Mis.s Mary True Terrell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dean
Terrell of Fulton Route 5, be-
(lane the bride of Gary Max
etiliards, son of Mr. and Mn.
Harry Richards of 112 Second
Street, Fulton.
Bro. H. V. Crummy, minister
.,; the El Segundo Ave., Churc)
id Christ in Hawthorne, per-
forMed the double-ring eere-
niony.
The vows were pledged be-
fore- the altar, which held huge
White baskets of bronze and
te• mums and pink gladioli.
Lighted white tapers, in tall
candelabra completed the wed-
ding scene.
As the afeddeng guests as-
, mbled, songs were presented
\ duet immediately pre-
_ d al a • ti I
es A
Ladies Sweaters. slip-over and button-down
$1.98 to $5.98
Ladies Costume Jewelry $1.00 each
Peter Pan Brassieres "7 and 11" numbers $2.50 up
Fritz of California and Ship & Shore Blouses
$2.98
Ladies Dusters and Robes $2.98 to $8.98
Beautiful Nylon Ladies 1, Shp, $1.98 and up
Hates Spreads (George Washington ) $4.98 to $25
Linen of all kinds




-- 35.98 and up
Children's House Shoes and Pajamas. all kinds
$1.98 each
Men's Jackets of all kinds $4.98 up
Sport Shirts $1.98 to $3.98
K. HOMRA'S






To sill of you who are friends and our cus-
tomers we wish to take this opportunity to express
our sincere thanks for your patronage through the
year and to wish all of the happiness that this Christ-
.
(1111$ can provide u.
Your patronage has enabled us to provige it mod-
ern, up-to-date store brimming with all of the things
for which you have asked.
For your patronage we are grateful. We shall en-
deavor to always merit. it.
CITY DRUG COMPANY
408 Lake Street - Phones 40,-728
C. H. McDANIEL, Pharmacist, Owner
Adams and Miss Teri Thomas
of Hawthorne sang "I Love
You Truly", "Always", and
"Because of You." The tradis
tional wedding marches were
hummed by the duet during
the processional and recession-
al.
The bride was given in mar-
riage by her uncle, Bryon L.
Johns of Hawthorne Calif.
She wore a light blue acetate
satin dress, ballerina length,
with three-quarter length
sleeves, low-scooped neckline
and overlaid with a lace bodice.
Her only jewelry was a single
strand of pearl, a. gift from
the groom. She wore accessor-
ies of winter white silk and a
white carnation coreage.
The bride chose as her
bridesmaid. Miss' Treus Lou
Terrell sister of the -bride who
wore a ballerina length pale
pink cotton silk with matching
accessories. Her corsage was of
deep rose carnations.
Don Richards, brother of the
a i groom was best man. Larry
,'
Keeley of Hawthorne. former-
ly of Fuleon. Route 5, and .
Jimmy Carroll of Hawthorne', 0
were ushers. i V
For her daughter's wedding, V
I
Mrs. Terrell was dressed in a V
frock with matching bolero. 1 V
Her accessories were of win- V
ter white velvet. Her corsege :
I
was of white carnations
I Immediately following - the !,1
ceremony the • reception was t
held at the home of the bride's , ?:
uncle Bryon L.,_ Johns. Mrs. Z,
Charles. Lockwood cousin of , II
the bride of Los Angeles. was V
IVhostess. 13
Following the reception. Mr.1;
and Mrs. Richards left for a
honeymoon in Hollywood where ;
they were honored guests of j 0
Lawrence Welk at The Aragon I 0
Ballroorn. 0
The couple will make their ie
home at 410 • East 134th Si v
Hawthorne, Calif. Mr. Richa7,1 i
is employed at the North Are is.
crican Aviation. Inc., at the w
Los Angeles International Air- ig
port. Mrs. Richards will finish it
high school with the 1957 class p
in Hawthorne, and both Mr. ii
and Mrs. Richards plan to at- d
tend Pepperdine Christian Col- 1




ous meal from a beautifully
decorated table, which carried
out the Chrietrnas motif.
The remainder of the even-
ing was spent informally, after
which the honoree opened her
gifts and ,pictures were taken
of the group.
Mr. and. Mrs. Leonard Allen,
Mollie Wiley and Melinda Po-
well attended a tea Sunday
afternoon in Wells Hall at Mur-
ray State College.
The girl' - f the dormitory
held, a tea and opens house for
their_ pa eras and friends from
3030 to 530 p. m. Punch and
cookies ww.i. served from a
beautifully appointed table in
the parlor, which was attrac-
DIARY-
Continued from Page Four
white damask cloth. The cen-
terpiece was a large single ir-
redescent candle surrounded by
holly. The guests were seated
at card tables.
Upon finishing the meal, the
evening, which was spent in-
formally, was climaxed by the
exchanging of white elephant
gifts.
Mrs A E. Sparks entertain-
ed with a lovely coffee at her
home on Tuesday afternoon
honoring the lady members of
the South Fulton High School
_faculty and the wives of the
male members of the faculty.
For the occasion the house V
Was beautifully decoratece The
efreehment table was draped in 0
a lovely red cloth and the con- 
4
terpiece was a lighted Christ- 0
mas tree. All kinds of Christ- 4
mas cake, pecan pie and cof-
fee were served.
Mrs. Bill Ferguson of As' 4
ton honored her mother, Mrs.
Mag Taylor on her 77th birth-
day with a lovely dinner. Mrs. f.
Taylor received many nice
gifts.






Mrs. John F. Thorpe,
cent, bride was the inspiration
for a lovely supper Party and
shower on Dec. 74 given by
Mrs. M. G.. Ryan at her at-
tractive home on Vine Street.





















ATTENTION DARK-FIRED TOBACCO GROWERS
THE FIRST SALE OF DARK-FIRED TOBACCO WILL BE
HELD IN MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY ON
MONDAY, JANUARY 7, 1957
Warehouses In Mayfield Will Start Receiving Dark-Fired To-
bacco For Theprst Sale On FRIDAY, JANUARY 4, 1957.
The Next. Air-Cured Tobacco Sale Will Be Held In
MAYFIELD on THURSDAY. JANUARY 3.
Bring Your Tobacco To The Mayfield Tobacco Market
For The Best Handling And The Highest Prices.
Signed:
MAYFIELD TOBACCO COMPANY LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
J. B. HUMPHRIES LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
LIGON BROTHERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
MAYFIELD LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
SOMMIS
OWSWWWWWWISOMMIIIIWWWWWWWIMOMMMOMMWMRSMOMMWMMWWWWWWWWWWM
tively decorated in the yule-
tide motif.
NOTEBOOK-
Continued From Page 1
then Podner Gardner was
really in close quarters. Of
course, there was no one in
there, but Gene, a mountain
of records, his mail and the
mircrophone. He laughed when
I asked if he wasn't a little
crowded, but, it didn't bother
him at all. Tilt next sentence
that went on the air was: "Jim-
111)", don't tune that guitar
while I'm on the air." Jimmy
wasn't within two hundred
miles.
Vtai can't beat Podner Gene
Gardner. He gets mail from
The Fulton News, Thursday, December 20, 1956
everywhere in five states, alll and you'll
of them addressing him as
though he was a member of
the family. On his birthday we
can hardly handle the mail .
and of course his Christmas
cards have to be handled with
a shovel. He's tops in his field
and recognized nationally as
one of the most outstanding
hill-billy artists in - America.
He was recently honored by
the Grand Ole opry folks in
Nashville. Gene has been with
WFUL almost since the station
hit the airwaves.
Listen to Podner Gene Gard-
ner . . . make a habit of it
agree that for pure





Ieseranee and Real estate
Long term Farm' Loans at
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DOBBS HATS
A wonderful setection ;
if you don't know his




By Wilson Bros. Man-
hattan and Bud Ber-
man, Newest Ivy





by Bud Berman or
Manhattan. Choice of










They're all splendid gifts for HIM . . .
and you can depend on our nationally-ad-
vertised brand names to provide the lat-
est in styling and the best in quality. Get
im gifts to WEAR - he'll use 'em and








A favorite name in shirts
the nation over; you can
give it with pride because
he will accept it with









JIFFY SUIT COVERS for one, two
RABHOR ROBES
Fancy pattterns; corn-
pletelv was ha bl e.
Doesn't he need a




When is the last time









By Esquire - a "TV" ;
favorite for comforta- I
ble relaxation with I




plain and fancy patterns . . . $1.95 to $6.95
SWANK CUFF LINKS, tie bars, wallets . $1.50 to :',35.00
DOZENS of other gift ideas for men, such as suede iac::.)ts,
sport coats, slacks, topcoats, raincoats.
We cordially intik you to visit us!
Carter-Butterworth Clothing Co.




































Needy residents 4f Fulton
County drew $2.6.614 in public
assistance payments last month
it was revealed today by the
Denartment of F,eorsomic Sec-
urity The total was distribut-
ed among old age assistance,
aid to dependent children, aid
to needy blind and aid to the
'Permanently and totally dis-
abled programs.
Public Assistance Division
Director Aaron Paul reported
this outlay: Old age assistance.
$16,644: aid to dependent chil-
,iren. $9,345; aid to needy blind,
$454: aid 113 disabled, $171.
. The statewide total was $3.-
721.048 for November. Paul
said. up $34,500 over the Oct-
ober total. The sum was distil
buted. $2,246.314 for -:-old age
assistance; $1,330,297, for sup-
port of dependent' -children;
$127.133 to needy. blind; and
$17,314 to disable persons.
TWO BIRTHDAYS
Hamilton, Mont. -- The twins
recently born to Mr and Mrs.
David Hult ill have different
birthdays, although they were
born just 32 minutes apart. The
his sister cane along 32 min-
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CLINTON COUNCIL I  The Fulton News. Thursday. December 20, 1966
APPROVES PLAN TO HOUSEWIVES WORK




Clinton's city mulled at its
regular monthly meeting. Mon-
day nigEt, December 3. author-
ized the fluoridation of the
water supplied Clinton by the
Kentucky Water Service.
If you picture yourself as an
overweight housewife, don't
yeurself too much To-
day. one-story ramblers elinat-
ate, stair climbing. automatic
dryers keep you from hangirg
U t the wash, a vacuum re-
Since the water system in
Clinton is not municipally own-
ed, approval of adding fluorine
to the water serves merely to
give the private owners of the
local system authorization to I
fluoridate, if it elects to do so.i
Bobby Yates. manager of the
water system appeared before
the council and indicated that
he thought his company would
consider with favor the coun-
cil's wishes that fluorine be
The water system is presently I
added to the water.
expanding its facilities, and 1
Yates said that officials of the II
'wrung company could possibly I
include in' their expansion
plans the necessary apparatus I
for fluoridating the water.
Nick G. Johnson, assistant
director of the division of pub-
lic health engineering of the
Kentucky State Department of
Health, explained the process
of adding fluorine to the water,
outlined the growing nation-
wide acceptance of fluoridation.'
and estimated the cost as it
would apply locally.
Rough figures showed that '
the necessary apparatus for use!
in the water system could be I
purchased And installed for less!
than one- thousand dollars Cost I
. ,t the necessary fluorine fur I
each user of the water system
ihere would amount to only a
few cents yearly, he said.
places the broom.
You're lucky if you can use
up even 2.00e calories a da%
hen sweeping or dusting con-
sumes 125; sewing or writing,
3S to 35; dressing or undress-
me. 48; ironing, 74. dishwash-
ing, 74; polishing, 160. Your
mother used to be able to
work Of some 3,000 or more•




Ii the Yuletide Season brings
us closer to a complete and
lasting peace on earth, it will truly






SANTA WILL BE AT THE SUPER-DUPER STATION
ON BY-PASS 45-51 — DEC 21, 22, 23, 24
4 BIG DAYS — FROM 9 TILL 6.
Children Must Be In A Car Or Any Motor Vehicle For Safety Sake.
Each Child Will Receive A Christmas Gift.
Thanks For Your Valued Patronage Through The Year
Pipeline Gas Company J. 1. Grooms & Sons
NO 1 LAKE STREET PHONE 9188 DISTRIBUTORS
NO HIGHLANDS PHONE 9161 PIPELINE GAS - CONOCO OIL
OPEN 14 HOURS A DAY I GILLETTE TIRES
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WAYS A PLACE TO PARK





























I'm a little girl 7 years old.
My name is Linda. I go to
school every dav and have tri
to be good. So please bring
ntea a washing maahine and a
mixer, a girl set. Also don't
target my mother and dad and
teacher. Bring apples and lots
of fruits. I'll leave you Some










1 am a little boy 5 years old.
I have tried to be a good boy.
Will you please bring me a
twn again hallitar let ;kith bid-
lets, a train, cowboy hat, and
a good book rot my daddy to
read to me. I would like to
have some candy, fruit and
nuts .also some sparklers and
roman cannons.
Santa do. not. forgat my sist-
-a Linda. She is in the sth
grade at South Fulton School.
Plaasc Laing her a nice big
record player with some re-
aords, a raincoat with hat, and
a bicycle carrier to go on her
lacycle so she can ride me.
Santa do not forget the other
little boys and girls every-
where.
I will have you a piece of
coconut cake under the Christ-
y .s tree. Bye, Bye.
With Love,
'Alan Scott Cardwell
207 West State Line St.
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Santa,
I'm a little boy 4 years old.
I have been very good, please
bring me a cowboy suit and
holster gun set, and a bicycle
alsn lots of fruits. Don't for-
get mommy and dad. I will




I love you Santa.
P. S. Don't forget my baby
sister she is 2 years old; she
rants a dola and dishes and a
!al.'s Her name is Janice Byrd.
‘,•rv loll sweet.
Your New York Life Agenrin
Fulton Is
JAMES PHARIS
1231 W .7o4i o1.11.EGE ST.
. LIFE INSURANCE • ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS INSURANCE




Please bring me a cowgirl
suit and for my sister a little




I want a doll and a buggy
and some candy and some nuts
and lots of presents and I will
have some cake and a glass of
milk and some candy and nuts
under the tree for you,
I love you Santa Claus,
From Sharion Todd
Dear Sonta,
My nam a, Ph- r'n Lynn
Gaines. I -.n I old.
At Christi- I will be at
Momma Bronsford's house. I
aye tried-to be goo.. and do
vhae mommy says. Please
orina, me.
I. A walkie talkie doll. 2. A
piaao. 3. Horn. 4. Type writer.
5. W:ishing Machine. 6. Irons
7. Doll clothes and suit case.
8. Walkie talkie radio and a
rock and roll skirt and blouse.
Don't forget my baby bro-
ther Stevie, bring him a ted-
dy brar a rattler and some
clothes. Bring my mommy•and
Jack something nice too
Pll have coffee and cake un-
der the tree for you.
, I love you Santa.
Sharon Lynn Gaines.
P. S. Bring Momma Rene in
Clintor something nice ton
Dear ,Santa,
I am a little girl almost six
vaars old. I have tried to be
acrid. Will you please bring ma
a Tiny Terrie Lee doll with
some clothes, a cow girl suit,
hat ana boots, also some clothes
for myself and fruit and 'nuts
and candy and anything else
you think I .would like.
Bring my little sister, Janice
a baby Linda doll and chill
buggy and anything else you
think a little 18 month old girl
would need.
Thanks for wt you brought
us last year.
Cathie and Janice Collier
We love you Santa,
319 Holme Street.
Dear Santa,
I'm a little by age 6 and
I go to South Fulton School.
I have been a good boy and
want you to bring me a space
gun, a two gun holster with
guns and Robert the Robot.
I have a brother age 10 and
he goes to the same school I
do He wants you to bring him
a Jerry Mahoney doll-
book to teach it to talk, a
bucking bronco toy and a farm
set and don't forget to bring
candy, fruit, and nuts.
We thank you Santa.
Your little friends
Bobby and David Wiley
Dear Santa,
I am a little boy 6 years old,
my name is Terry Loyd Mit-
chum. I would like a two hol-
ster gun, a big truck, a tractor
-apd -pokce car. Also bring
me some fruit, candy and nuts
tlanionstration of Vie, new 1957 PONTIAC :wd 
also some fireworks. Don't
forget my school teacher, Miss
call Molly King at 1267 or 89. Mary Ledwidge.
i 5 Carr Used 'Cans. 101 W. State Line Yours truly,
Terry Loyd Mitchum.









BROWDE'll MILLING COMPANY, INC.
REED BROS. FEED AND SEED CO.V
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I am a little boy 8 years old.
My name is Terry Mac Vin-
cent. I have be a pretty good
boy and I want you to bring
me a pair of skates, view mast-
er, lantorn, guitar some games
and a pair of guns if you have
plenty Sanat, I have a little
sister Deborah Kay-Vincent 5
years old and she' ants a
walking doll, skates, type writ-
er lantorn and a fiddle. Vail
can .bring us plenty of candy,
fruit and nuts. Then some sax.-
prises. Don't forget all the lit-
tle • boys an-d - in 'town.
And also don't forget my tea-
cher, Miss Lowe.
" '1r I f..i ads,
• liarry ileaaie iiaceat
Dear
I am a little girl about 4
years old. I have laaan vr-
toud this year.. And here what
I want, a set of dishes, and -is
all and Sataus don't forget my
little sister. She want a set
of dishes to and give my little
baby brother something.
From Franice Ann, Robbie
Sue, and Glynn Earl Hicks
S. P. And some fruit and
candy and nuts. •
Dear Santa,
I !am 4 years old, please
bring me a, Fort Apache set,
a big truck, something for my
train, a "Marshall Wyatt Earn"
suit and a surprise. Remember






P. S. I want a Roy Roget
suit boo.
Dear Santa,
Please bring me a be-be gun





I am a little girl 4 years
old, my name is Vickie Lynn
Mitchum. I would like very
much to have a doll, a suit-
case, a diaper lag, a can can
slip, and a little broom. Also
bring me some nuts, candy and
fruit. And Santa don't forget
my sister, a Ann Densie Mit-
chum that is just I year old.
Also don't forget my older bro-
ther and sister.
Vickie Lynn Mitchum
P. S. Bring me a little two
gun hoLster set
Dear Santa Claus,
I am a little boy from Mil-
ton, Fla. I am visiting my
Grandmother and Granddaddy
here in Fulton. I will be here
for Christmas so don't miss me.
I want two guns and a holster,
would like a oowboy hat.
Don't forget my sister Vickie
and baby brother Alan. They
may be here and they may be
in Fla.
You can find my guns at the
National Store or Dime Store




F( Chrattnas I would like
for you to bring me a doll
and a doll buggy and an iron
and ironing taard. I haven't
been so good so if you can't !
bring me all thcse things then
please bring me a doll and
I will try to be better. Please





My name is Glynn Rice, Jr.
and I am 21/2 years old. I
would like for you to bring
me a chew-chew-train and an
arplane and maybe a car.
Love,
Glynn Rice, Jr.
That best iportion of a good
man's life, His little, nameless,
unremembered acts of kind-
ness and a love.
The Fulton News, Thursday, December 20, 1956
Tiny Bonds is a saving plan for your family
ptircha:-es. With each 25c purchase you will
be giv n one "Tiny Bond," with a 50c pur-
chase two "Tiny Rends,' r 'r P".s•
In the book given you. When the book is
filled bring to' o..ir store and you will be
given $1.00 in merchandise of your own
selection, a cooperative — profit-sharing
plan which adds purchasing power to the
TINY BONDS MAKE YOUR DOLLARS
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N TICE
To All Farmers and
Feed • Users:
The Four Undersigned Fulton Firms W ll Bo
CLOSED ALL DAY, ON BOTH DAYS











Please arrange to let us serve your needs 
before these dates,
,
SOUTHERN STATES FULTON CO-OP 11
so you will not be caused any inconvenience.
I
1
fitflig IV Mk int MAIM IMINCIUMIKWEIMMIIKIICAIIMIWIIIIiiiini iNtintiMIKIIIININIIIIIIIIKIKIIM ; .1.' C AC MillfillfilkiltiMilltift1WMIKWEgligiarilit IMAM
ii CONVENIENT LOCATION.] 1
/I PLENTY OF F-R-E-E PARKING 
I
1
i YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME! I1











Located on the ,:ayfield Highway next to the
Ford Garage in FULTON, KENTUCKY
Utgli! The Fulton News Thursday, Dec. 20, 1956
CLASSIFIED ADS
fiLL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polish-
er and electric vacuum clean-
ers Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street
/Hearing kid Battfirteet
Complete Line
For all make of hearinc alds!
Visit our tlearing .ii,4 tienart•
ment at your first opportunity.
CITY DRUG CO.
108 Lake street Phone 70
YOU'D BETTER 4.vatch out;
you'd better be good! You'd
better come in to the big
friendly Wade Furniture
Store today and take advant-
age of their big 22nd Anni-
versary sale. Beautiful two-
piece sofa with foam rubber
cushions; Reg. $249.95; Wade's
Price only $190.00. Trade
with Wade and Save. Wade
Furniture Company, Lake
Street, Fulton.
THE RAILROADS are hirin&
telegraphers and station a-
gents! Learn to earn top
wages, at GALE: the world's
„largest railroad training cen-
ter. For further information,
call E. W. Cornick, Route
2, 'Crutchfield, Ky.; phone
Cayce 2645.




















Plus-3-Stooge Comedy and Color Cartoon!
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JOHN AGAR • CYNTHIA PATRICK
-
...314AS UM PAYNE HARVEY CHALK • A WINEZAINITMATOIAL ICUS(
P-1-u-s — Second Hit!
A UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
Plus—Latest News Events!
TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
Your Merry Cluistmas Show




MINIO • SAXON • PATTON
EDwARD C. PLATT FAY MAY • ROO McKPAN
hod • MS WTI *As • THIE0 AMU 1.4 THUM PAWN • NEWl lMM OTNI
1 ONUS 1010ATAIN Kra
Plus—News and Polka Dot Puss—(Cartoon)
YOUNG MAN between ages of
27 and 40 with bookkeeping
and selling experience want-
ed by progressive Fulton
firm. Fine place to work, lots
of opportunity fir advance-
ment. Permaner. t position
open in a few weeks. Apply
in writing to -Store Mana-
ger", c/o Box 485, Fulton,
Ky. and state qualifications.
Interview will follow.
NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Mac-
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell Com-





Insurance and Real Estate

















AND FURNITURE CO.208 Lake St. Phone 1
ARE YOU dreaming of a white
Christmas? Make that dream
come true oath a big 20-
cubic-foot Ben Hur home
freezer, only $299.95 at
Wade's. 17-cubic-foot freezer
for only $289.50; 8-cubic-foot
Deluxe refrigerator. 3-year
pnotection plan, at Wade's
for only $159.95 Trade -with
Wade and Save. Wade Fur-
IllAYTAO WANNER& standardniture Company, Lake Street,
and automatic models. $129.96Fulton. I
KEEP THIS AD!
Over 20.000 Arthritic and Rheu-
matic Sufferers have taken this
Medicine since it 11113 been on the
market. It is inexpensive, can be
taken in the home. For free In-
formation, give name and ad-
dress to P. 0. Box 522. Illot
Springs, Arkansas.
FOR TOY guns and holster
sets, see A. J. Wright, "The
Harness Man." Fulton,. Ken-
tucky.
UNEXPECTED CHANGE
makes available good Raw-
leigh business in Fulton
County, or City of Fulton.
Splendid business secured in
this district for 25 years.
Ebcceptional opportunity for
right man. See or write Myr-
tle Johnson, R. R. 2, Duke-
dom, Tenn. or write Raw-
leigh's, Dept. KYL 1071-201
Frtedport, 111.
1 BARGAIN BELLS are ring- inning for the 1957 newly-weds
at Wade's. Three big rOoms,
complete including 7-piece
living room group, 3-piece
bedroom suite matress and
box spring; full size gas
range, eight-foot Deluxe re-
fngerator, _five-piece ciunme
dinette suite . . . a honey of
a honeymoon deal, only
$589.00 (You save $170.00)








"OP PRICES PAID for country
eggs. Smith's Cafe.
EUDY SHOE Repair -offers you
prompt, accurate service at
moderate cost. 204 Church
Street, Fulton,
YOU'LL BE left out' if you
don't hurry, hurry, hurry to
Wade's big anniversary sale
soon! Take advantage of the
Low, low prices. Big 2-piece
sofa bed living room ,site.
Regularly $15995, only
3109.00. Trade with Wade and
Save. Wade Furn.ture Com-
pany, Lake Street, Fulton.
— — — —
SPECIAL for Christmas nice
dinette suites. $17.50 and Up.
Reel good buys in bedroom
suites. Any thing you need for
the home. t Wade's Used.
Trade with Wade and Save.
Wade's Used 112 Main
Street, phone 478
WELLS DRILLED for industry
and homes. Modern equip-
ment, experienced workmen.
Write or call Watson CO..
Phone 281. Fulton. Ey: '
EXTRA NICE kitchen cabinet-,
looks like new, priced right.
_ Stoves, refrigerators, washing
machines at bargain prices
at Wade's Used Store. Trade
with Wade and Save. Phone
478: 112 Main Street
FOR THE BEST Deal On Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James 0. Butts at The
Harvey Caldwell Co.,
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment.
—Insurance--
Math St. Phone S
Exchange Furniture Oa












and up. Sales and tarvite.
Bennett Electric. Plume al.
- - —HOME furnishings: Buy your
wife an Eskimo mixer for
Christmas, $18.95. End tables
$5 25 Nick. living room suites;




Watches, Clocks and Time
Plebes of All Kinds MIN-






Arthur Matheny for anything
you need for the home
Wade's Used Furniture Store.
Trade with Wade and Save
Phone 478, 112 Main Street
sw ouproj
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FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.
208 Lake Street Phone I P
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You can rely on our a












THIRTY-TWO YEARS IN BUSINESS








through the centuries, the
spirit of Christmas
In the true spirit of the
occasion we extend Sea-
son's Greetings to Our
friends and neighbors
JIM'S TEXACO STATION
We extend to you our
&total !bees qtatiNgt
with every good wish
for your complete happiness in the days to come.




















As I write this essay, it is hot
summer time, with 90 degrees
temperature; and that reminds
me of other hot summers when-
excursions would have been oc-
iurring tt juin such days. In my
part of the world it might have
been a train excursion to Mam-
moth Cave: up to what was then
called Glasgow Junction (now
Park City) and over the hills on
the picturesque Mammoth Cave
Railroad, now long dead. At the
cave itself we would doff our
dress-up clothes and don cave
attire, funny enough in appear-
ance to make the bats and cave
rats laugh. But we would have
souvenirs to show our envious
friends that we had been on an
excursion, especially if t he
friends had not. Or it might be
a steamboat excursion on Bar-
ren and Green Rivers, withi the
thrills of going through a lock,
or floating down a stream so
narrow that the boat seemed al-
most a bridge between the two
banks.. There would be singing
and eating and joke-playing and
Jove-making, too. And, if the
boat came back home late at
night, we would sit on deck and
watch the headlights play over
the rugged scenery. But excurs-
ions were just everywhere in
those days, some of them to far-
away places at very cheap rates,
so cheap that even poor people
afford to go sometimes. In spite
of impossible hours for the ex-
cursions to leave or return, it
was possible to work up several
in a single season. Just about ev-
ery railroad had a special ex-
cursion agent, who was wily of
speech and able to convince you
that only a trip on this line
would bring you happiness in
any single season.
How strange tnis sounds now!
This morning I put my wife on
a train at an early hour for a
visit to our daughter, in Oregon
Octopus us Vse Fans Granary
Pipes, Motors Take Over Feed Problem
By IRA MILES
rem glacteljtcation B uuuuu
Gravity low pipes connecting 'tor-
aos bins to electrical equipment are
rapidly becoming part and parcel of
many a ternates elsoring setup. Fan-
ning out in au directions, they give
work areas of granaries an octopus-
10r. appearance.
The above picture, for example.
shows a Virginia Cattle feeder who
has turned over practically all of
his feed processing jobs to mechani-
cal equipment—and the ever-present
pipes. Machinery and building cost
him $4,700, but they save him thou-
sands of dollars each year in time
and non-existent labor costs.
The granary has eight bins. Ear
corn is stored in side bins and
shelled corn. barley and oats in over-
head bins. Since the floors of side
bins slant toward the front, ear corn
flows out of bottom gates for move-
ment by portable conveyor to the
sheller. Shelled corn is moved to
one of the 500-bushel overhead bins
by stationary elevator—the same ele-
vator which also conveys barley and
oats to adjacent bins. The unit
One other person boarded the
same train, which was largely
a string of mail and express
coaches. The train was an im-






OK LAUNDRY & SANITONE CLEANERS
operates in conjunction with a floor
dump conveyor which receives small
grain from field wagons Scooping is
out because front ends of wagons are
tipped up by a hoist to allow grain
to flow out of end gates.
Ur corn is dumped into aide bins
via portable elevator from outside
the granary. Entry is through wall
openings—closed by spring lock doors
when not in use. Ground or crimped
grain is re-elevated through a blow-
er pipe attached to the grinder. It is
deposited in overhead bins not used
for storage of whole grain. Gravity
flow pipes are connected to all bins
so that whole grain can be dropped
to the corn sheller, grinder or crimp-
er, and also to permit re-elevated
ground feed to be dumped into feed
carts. Gates at the bottom of the
pipes control the flow of grain.
Electric power is plentiful and is
used economically. A 5 horsepower
motor operates the crimper, as well
as the floor dump conveyor, station-
ary elevator and wagon hoist. The
erindcr and corn Owner are oper-
ated by the same 7% horsepower
r-ator.
through unromantic country like
the Middle West and the South.
The trains to the Far West are
something else, for it was neces-
sary days ago for my wife to
get reservations out of Chicago.
Excursions are still here, but
they involve more distance and
more money. They are like what
my friend said about his new
car: he got more miles out of it
than out of his old car, and it
also cost. more to do so. But the
excursion of shorter nature
seems to be about as dead as
luxurious steamboats on our
rivers; busses and private cars
have taken over. More people
are going somewhere than ever
before, but a large percentage
of them are driving their own
cars.
Not too many years ago it was
a rare person who could expect
a two-week vacation with pay.
What vacation he had was not
on the house; he might manage
to get away for a few days to
visit relatives and friends who
did not live too far away. The
family vacation in the fatally
car is now a tradition among us
that seems firmly fixed as was
the former custom of driving
across the county on Saturday
to spend the weekend with
somebody. What will be the cus-
tom next I do not know, but it
w,ll probably be as much used
as the one we now hove.
There used to be a time when
the front room was a museum of
places visited on excursions.
One of our friends at Fidelity
has been to Chicago to the 1893
May the joys and pleasures
of the Ho'iday Season
be centered around
you and yours and may
they continue throughout





as much junk as we used to, or
whether that may have passed
as a fancy, much as has passed
the excursion that we once
knew.
Western Maryland Railway is
spending $5 million for im-
provement of its Patapsco Riv-
er coalhandling port facilities
at Balitmore, Md. The road
carries West Virginian ceal to
Baltimore for water. shipment.
In West Virginia, where coal
iii the only fuel used to power
electric generators, 11 generat-
ing plants in 1955 used more
than 6.5 million tons in the pro-
duction of electricity.
The Fulton News, Thursdays December 20, 1956
World's Fair. His house was
cluttered up with stuff that he
had brought back to show the
ones who stayed at home. We
untraveled ones looked at these
souvenirs with saucer eyes and
secretly planned to outdo our
rich neighbors, that is, when and
if we ever had any money to
spend in travel. And we, too,
later bought foolish little souve-
nirs or kept things that were
given to us and put them in
our front rooms to show still
others that had not been about.
The excursions, thus, became
neighborhood affairs, educative
or provocative of envy. I won-
der whether the millions who
now go hither and you pick up
ONCE
AGAIN
May the spirit of kindli-
ness that is within us all
today, remain throughout
every day of the New Year.
We thank you for your
friendly patronage and loyal-




To yeu, whom we serve every
day, we send a Christmas Greet-
ing.
MAY CHRISTMAS BRING
, YOU JOY ... AND PEACE .. .
AND THE NEW YEAR HAP-
PINESS AND GOOD FOR-
TUNE
H. H. BUGG GROCERY
Walnut Street
itli keen appreciation of
your good will and patron.
age and all good wishes
for a CHEERY CHRIST.
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BACK AFTER 42 YEARS
Hot Springs, Va. — Back in
1914 Herman Perry and Walter
MeElv.-c-c ,potted a terrapin as
they walked t'nmugh this town.
Perry carv.•,1 two sets of ini-
tials, H. C P." and "W. M."
and the year "1914" on its
shell The other day the ter-
rapin — carvc-d initials and
all — turned up again about
70 yards from the spot where
Perry and McElwee freed it 42
p ars before.
TINY TOWERY
Main Street — Phone 1218
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The sentiment that is in 
evidence during
the Christmas season 
carries no greater
*nun than do 
opportunity it offers to
send good wishes to two.whole friendship
treasured.
FULTON BANK






Commissioner of Public Safety ,
is alarmed at the number of
h.ighway users unfamiliar with
the proper traffic accident re-
porting procedures.
James E Bassett. III. who is
also Director of Operator Res-
ponsibility. says, "After proces-
sing reports of some of the
28,941 traffic accidents that
happened in Kentucky last year,
we believe many motorists:
ckin't know the legal require-
ments for reporting wrecks."
He explained that drivers in-
volved in any Kentucky aCci-T
lent where someone is killed or I
injured or there is total dam-
age of $100 or more, must tile
accident reports with the Divi-
sion of State Police.
Emphasizing that accident
rilles and regulations have been
Kentucky law since 1946. Bas-
sett explained the two basic re-
porting steps which must be
followed:
(1) An accident report must
be filed with the Division of,
State Police. Frankfort, within
10 days from 1.11.. date • e which
the accident occurred, regard-
less of who is at fault
Failure to report an accident
•,r failure to give correctly the-
information required by the
Department of Public Safety ir
connection with such report
shall be a misdemeanor and, in
the event of injury or damage
_In _the person or pmperty of
'another in such accident, shall
constitute grounds for suspen -
sion or revocation of the opera-
tor's license and registration of
any motor vehicle of the person
railing to make a report. A
.nonresicksit's operating privil-
eges in Kentucky will be revok-
ed and a request for similar ac-
tion forwarded to the person's
home state
(2) Each operator or owner
of a vehicle in an accident in
damage of $100 must show proof
of financial responsibility --
proof of &batty to pay for darn-
ages resulting from an accident.
Proof of financial responsIbility
may be furnished in four ways:
1. A certificate of insurance.
CLARKE SHOP
300 Main Street — Fulton
to you and yours,
for a Jo!,ous and Merry 4.\
Christmas ... an r 1LN
hundance .1
f ever!,thing gooti.
Charles W. Charles T. Charley




Let it never be said
of any of us that no
room is to be found
for Him in our
hearts.
WATSON COMPANY
"Well drilling and Water Clarification Specialists"
Union City Highway — Fulton — Phone 261
2 A corporate surety bond.
3 A certified check 'br money
order
4 A general release from ag-
grieved party.
If the parties involved in an
accident carried liability maw
ance. Form SR-2I must be con'
pleted in detail and forward.
to the Division of Operator Re
sponsibility. Department
Public Safety. Frankfort, with:,
6o days after the accident Fail
ure to show proof of financial
responsibility within 60 days for
the damages and all personal
injuries sustained in an acci-
dent, will result in the suspen-
sion of,Use operating privilege"
••,. all Operators, also the regis-
tration cerUficates and plates
of all owners invblved.
Commissioner Bassett cited
fictitous example "Motorists A
and B are driving their vesper
tive automobiles and collide
Both A and B must file an ac
cident report within 10 die.
with the Division of State' 




'Police. In addition. A and 14
must alio separately show ',rout
of financial responsibility to the
Divegon of Operator Responsi-
bility. within 60 days after the
di:te of the accident, or their
individual driving privileges
will be .ustaended. They must
comply with the regulations
that have been Kentucky law
since 10441 ragardies. of who Li
at fault ••
REED ROS. FEED & iLIJ COMPANY
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i MR. and MRS. FRITTS and EDDIE A
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Be Sure To Check WALDRON Attractions i!
it t
t We Have Aboui 3
0 Top Pict re; Showing
In The Next 20 Dais
SaI 3ai f•-• YiC Si 1st fe: • • a ie. "a •Saf.,
A 1., IVE SELL is HA PPLVESS!
• DUKEDOM RT. 2
Joyce Taylor IP
141•11.. 
I 'ice week was ideal for strip-
ping tobacco, damp and gloomy
all week. We are hoping for
some sun shine this week.
Mrs. Addle Casey had a light
stroke last week but is still
able to be up some.
1'.".r arid Mrs. Bill Herndon
and baby of Mayfield were
gliests of her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur T. Hicks Sunday.
Sunday night visitors were M-
end Mrs. Re- Ernere-al, Mr. ..ncl
Mr,. Bill Mathews and Larry,
Mr. and Mn. Oliver Taylor
and Joyce.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Crit-
tenden and -girls Of Manley-
ville visited in this vicinity one
day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates
call to see Mr. Sam Crittenden
Sunday evening. He is ill in
the home of his brother, Tom
Crittenden. of Fulton.
11Pcs. Filen Rowland is a pati-
tnt in the Haws Memorial Hos-
pitl.• She *rxpects to undergo
surgery soon. We wish for her
i a speedy recovery.
g I Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House
Oited in the home of their
g • son. Boaz House Sunday.
• Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carr
71$ TO af 717OXISS7S-KIWPSIOKS7t;71s7a 110 Ps Ps P.: 1•.: PS nl1611107‘ 70707.: and Handal of Lone oak were







As we approach the Christmas Season, and pause
to reflect on the year that is coming to an end, we
are constious of the many blessings that have been
ours to enjoy.
We are profoundly grateful for all of the kind
deeds, thez.ncouraging remarks, and --expreFsions of
confidene0That have been extended to us.
We hope, that in our work, we have been able to
lighten the burdens, and help toward the surcease
of sorrow of those we have served.
•
May your Christmas season be the kind that will
bring great. joy, and full realization of the true
meaning of what the birth of our Saviour means to
Us.
HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Paul Horrbeak Mrs ,J. C Yates Walter Voelpel










y an4 Sunday night.
* J. El. Yates is a patient in
IF the Jones Hospital in Fulton.
A. Hi. is not feeling much better., Mrs. Ronald Cnise has come
I from the Haws Memorial Hos-
/ pita] to her mother's, Mrs. Wal-
1 ' ter Colburns, where she is re-cuperating after illness
Mr. and Mrs. I, A. Rowland
of Lynn Grove and Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Puckett of Lone
Oak were Sunday visitors of
W. L. Rowland and Mite. Sonic
of them visited Mrs. Ellen Row-
land in the hospital in tht
evening
We wish for each, one con-
nected with the News in any
way A Merry Christmas and
A Prosperous -New ' Year.
UK TRUSTEES
ACCEPT GIFTS
Get, of money totaling $19.-
850 and an automobile engine
to be ii%t'd for research pur-
poses ha' e been accepted for
the Uriverzity o;• Kentucky by
the Si.'. rd of Tni4i.tes. The
fl oney ta dl he used for schol-
arships, research and equip-
ment, and tte motor, a 1957
V-8 rtrevrolet engine donated
by L. R. Cooke. Lexington, will
be used in the Aeronautical
IL search Laboratory.
The use of reflectors or an
aluminum or. white enamel
painted surfact above the temps







Whii reds sew Thooderisird 11-8 higher yes get
the spookiest lew-prksd car over 6110
A toiicli of your toe and you sense the magic of
Ford's Silver Anniversary V-6. Ford is celebrating
its 25 years of V-8 leadership with a series of
mightier V-8 engines, offering a wide range of
horsepower to suit every need 6
A new, powerful Mileage Maker Six, too
The most modern "Six" in America can be yours
In any one of Ford's 20 brand-new model
s
And all Ford engines give you extra
7-a power with economy
•ik V.R's phis the new SIX
not only bring you more power, but tradmonal
Ford gas savings, too.
You'll ride with added comfort
No worry about your long-legged friends. There's
more leg room than ever before ... and jell head
room, too. Way down underneath, is the longer,
lower, wider, Full-Cradle Chassis. It brings you a
smoother ride. There's new springing that irons out
the bumps far better, too. And there's new insu-
ladon-the most in any low-priced car.
*a isseld 2704. rasad.raird 312 Sup.r S'S
••••• Mat AM.. ah Parfermanwe thtsohlaebaal 312
Soper V-a a.laatrprog te 2135 hp
PUT net PagW KIND OF FORD IN YOUR FUTURE FOC ' /1
J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
Mayfield Highway Fulton Phone 
42
If You're Interested in an Al I'sed ('Sr -- Re Sure to Se
e Your Ford Dealer
Ps. MOWS PO 710Ill 7074, Pc 11/181131111/71/711171018071111011•81,107NR117074811t8TORMITIM707070707413
10X1707811111116.111111111118D111111
Wishes Come True .or Kentucky 4-H'ers
The perennial wI.h of Kt; ti .1.y 4-H Club members-State honors
and a trip to the National 4-31 Club Congress in Chicago-came true
this year for three teen-agers whose 1966 records of performance
were superior in the National 4-11 Safety, Home Impro.tment,
and Frozen Foods programs.
Safety first, last and always Is
the motto of Janet Weiss, 16, of
AuguKt.a. By participating in the
national 4.11 Safety program,
this 16 year old girl assumes a
responsittility to make the farm,
community and the nation a
safer place in wt,ich to work and
play. she found and corrected 73
hazards around her home.
Janet sot -ceded in netang her
friends and family safety con-
Janet imams
selous. Her demonstration on
home pasteurization won a
championship in county and dis-
trict contests. As a junior leader
of her 4-H Club she practiced
safety in other prolects. Janet's
trip award is made possible by
General Motors.
Cecile Hates of Touristville,
state wit. ler in the 411 Home Im-
provement for 1956, will share
in the 10th anniversary of the
program's awards donor-the
Sears-Roebuck Foundation.
She refinished walls, furniture.
Boors and a fireplace A dining
table became a coffee table, and
an old organ was modernized
under Cecile's deft hands. She
slip-covered and reupholstered a
couch and chair.
Enrolled now at Kentucky
State University, Cecile knows
her 4-H experience will benefit
her future career. Leader of her.
local 4-H Club Is hire. Flora
Denny.
Participation in the 4-H Foods
program brought honors and a
great deal of satisfaction to 15
year old Georgia Ann Walker of
Bowling Green. After eight years
in 4-H, she attained a long
Dates Georgia Ann Wallier
sought goal; the trip to Chicago,
which is provided by Whirlpool-
Seeger Corporation.
Georgia Ann not only learned
how to select, prepare, and freeze
foods, but became skilled in
showing others. She froze SIX
varieties of vegetables, several
kinds of fruit, and five kinds of
meat. In addition she displayed
16 exhibits and gave 10 demon-
strations which won ribbons in
district and state Mrs.
Georgia Ann is County 4-A
vice president and assistant lead-
er of her local club, led by her
mother, Mrs. Harry Walker.
All these programs are con-
ducted under the direction of the
i Cooperative Extension Service.
ACADEMY EXAMS
ON JANUARY 1
Unit States Senator John'
Sherman Cooper announced this
week that examinations will be
beld on January 7. 1957 for
candidates to the United States
Air Force Academy and the
Merchant Marine Academy for
the classes altering in 1957,
Ekarninations will be con-
ducted by the U. S. Civil Ser-
vice Commission in localities
ir Kentucky which will be' de-
signated later.
The examination and the rat-
ing.; • btaieed by candidates are
applicable for designation to
either the United States Mili-
tary, Naval, Air Force, or Mer-
chant Marine Academy. At the
present time, however, Sena-
tor Cooper has ,nominations a-
vailable only at the Air Force
d Merchaet Marine Aca-
demies.
These designation examina-
tions are preliminary tests, de-
signed to assist Senators and
Congressmen in selecting nomi-
nees for appointment to the
four service academies. Nomi-
nees selected by Senators and
Congressmen must subsequent-
ly take tests for admission giv-
en by the Departments of the
Army, Navy, Air Force, and
Maritime Administration (De-
partment of Cot:mei-ee) respec-
tively,
Candidates for any of the
service academies must be not
less than 17 years of age nor
have reached the age of 22, as
of July 1 of the year of en-
• nc
For ;Id:lint-nal infermr.tion,
or to a, ra:tge to take the de-
signa it, n examinat c -
itntes shear, write to Senator
Cooper at Suite 110. Senate Of-
fice Building. Washington 25,




717 \ • ; -‘itv of Kentucky
Hoard of Trustees has accept-
(' a A1.208,992 ro.ant frje the
fedf.-ai eevernment to be •.-;ed
to aid in the construction of
• medico! scierc-c
the first unit of 'UK's medical
e nter. Action on the grant was
taken recently by the Surgeon
General upon the recommenda-
tion of the National Advisory
Council of the Health Research
Facilities Act.
The full amount will be ate
plied toward the cost of the
construction of the medical
sciences building to increase
medical research facilities. The
1956 General Assembly, at the
request of Gov. A. B. Chandler
appropriated 55.000,000 for con-
struction of the sciences build-
ing. Additional funds will be
essential, and have been pledg-
ed by Gov. Chandler for use
toward construction of a teach-




THE FASTEST GUN ALIVE
- With Glenn Ford
KEEP LIGHT BULBS,
REFLECTORS, CLEAN
The Fulton News, Thursday, December 20, 1956
• MIDDLE ROAD 
I bert Harrison and Linda -a
Hardin. Ky. and Mr. and Mrs.
ts.1..rsimmodimmiono. Jett Harrison • Charles Bowerman and Ronnie
of Murray. Ky.
Mrs. Coleman Evans visited
Wednesday with Mrs. Luben
Grissom and children.
Mrs. Jeff Harrison visited
Mrs. George Black and Telitha
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Evans
visited Sunday night with Mr.
..nd Mrs. Calvin Evans.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Watts
visited Friday night with Mr.
and Mrs. Jeff Harrison.
Mr. and Mrs. William Barri- Mr. and Mrs. George Black
son visited uesday with Mr. and Telitha visited Friday night
and Mrs. Jeff Harrison. with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bol-
Mr. arid Mrs. W. P. -Inman on and Charles Hubert. -
visited Sunday with Mr. .and We wish everyone a very,
.Mrs. Coleman Evans. very Merry Christmas and a
Guests in the Harrison home New Year fill with peace
Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Ro- and happiness.
a
Ia
IDust and fly-specked elec-
tric lamp bulbs and tubes d
cannot put out the light that
you are paying for. The ac- :
cumulation is gradual and gets- V
erally goes unnoticed. a
- In most cases the bulb or 4
, It
tube can be cleaned in Placer
I 
with a damp cloth. As a safety v
natasure, have the switches v
turned off.
WHEN

















And Color Cartoon —
As The Crow Lies
Sunday—Monday—Tuesday—Wednesday





AN AWED .J'S MIL/lf JAN MERLIN • JACQUELINE BEER






















Every inch a beauty, this 10.1
cu. ft. low-cost Super Model is
the big "bonus baby" of the
coming season!
With AU These Quality
'57 Trigidalri features:
• Real Zero Zone Freezer -
holds 44 lbs.
• Exclusive Cycla-Matic De-
frosting in Refrigerator Section
-you don't do a thing
• Four Full-Width Shelves--
hold even the largest casseroles
• Full-Width Glide-Out Porce-
lain Hydrator-holds over half
a bushel.
• Exclusive Safety-Seal Latch
opens from inside or out
• Big, Deep Storage Door, 5
removable shelves, and special
Butter Compartment
Maar Lad& Gemara Macon.
::::77777MV7 7#77- .
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Happy Is Committed To Cut Taxes
In January; Will He Keep His Promise?
(Ed's Note: The following story ap- small to meet budget needs in fis-pears in this week's "Kentucky Re- cal -- which runs to $124port." a business digest published in millions.
Louisville. We felt that you'd be in- However. Goy. Chandler is com-terested in reading it.) mitted to himself and to others in
Iiis administration to make taxKENTUCKY FINANCES, now cut. At Kentucky 'Young Demo-well past earlier "windfall" stage. crats' Stdte convention in Frank-have created two "camps'! in Gov. he said: " . . . but Billy boyA. B. "Happy" Chandler's 
(to William Sullivan. Henderson.istration: (1) leaning toward tax aaministration'S majority floorrepeal anyhow. despite slow-down leader in Senate) they'll Change
their tune a lot when we call that
special session-in January and cut
taxes."
There's an optimistic air, how-
ever, for December's tax take is
yet to be totted up. State needs
$7.8 millions-in December revenue
collections to make budget require-
ments. KyR. hears from sources
close to Dept. of Revenue thatWas right smart of shock to more than this amount is antici-Chandler's fiscal "brain trust" Dated. Decision to call Specialwhen they were jolted with reve- Session to make cut will hinge onnue reports that despite 15.8(1 December income. Would be se-increase in tax income to State for vere blow to Chandler's fiscal pro-first five months this fiscal year gram not to meet budget needsover same period for last, there and especially not to be able tois evetr indication increase is too reduce taxes.
of revenues; (2) "old pros" who
argue tax should be left and ear-
inArre-d- for niental health, insti-
tutions. etc. Pros ay if Chandler
insists on Special Session of Gen-
sral Assembly in January any-
how, he should raise exemptions
across board and cut out lower
bracket where, they contend, tax-
es not being paid anyway.
Drive WithCare! During The Holidays
Kentucky motorists are urged
to drive with extra care during
the holidays.
.Acting Commissioner of Public
Safety Don S. Sturgill pointed out
that, "Friday and Saturday, Dec.
21 and 22, will be two of the most
dangerous driving days in the his-
tory of the Commonwealth." He
said many persons will begin
Christmas holiday travel on those
dates.
"Due to this anticipated traffic
volume, the State Police will haveevery available man, includingoffice personnel, on the highways."the Commissioner added.
He said State Troopers will beespecially watchful for motoristson long trips who try to travel toofar. too fast. and emphasized that"if all persons operating vehicleson Kentucky highways during theholidays will obey all traffic laws.we will be able to keep the acci-dent and death rate under con-trol."
SERMONETTE OF THE WEER
Christmas Begins With Christ
By J. Edgar Hoover, Director,Federal Bureau ef Investigation
• CHRISTMAS IS a time for re-
flection.
Different cultures mark the
event in varying ways, but under-
lying the observances is the theme
of significance — the fulfillment
df the prophecies of old — unto
us is born a Saviour, who is Christ
the Lord.
While I have observed Christ-
mas in many surroundings, there
is no -fonder recollection for me
than the memory of the Chrisitas-
es of my childhood. •
HOW WELL I recall rehears-
ing the carols featured by our
church at Christmas Time — the
preparation of our choir robes,my mother's solicitous care in as-
suring that my hair was combed
just right and my face scrubbedin the honored tradition of allchoirboys on such occasions.
The services of Christmas wereamong the most thrilling mom-ents of my youth. The delightsof the traditional feasting and thefamily tree, the joys of trying outthe new bicycle or boxing gloveswere yet to come, but there couldbe no doubt that they merely add-ed trimming to the observance ofti coming of Christ into theworld.
THE YEARS HAVE wroughtchanges in many respects.. Our
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complex culture seems to havelost a lot of the simplicity offormer years. The real meaningof Christmas is too often drownedin the tidal wave of material thingswhich erode the spiritual signifi-cance of the day.
Its is indeed_disturbing to wit-ness how incidental ornamenta-tions — which should merelyserve to emphasize the theme ofthe celebration - - assume an im-portance out of proportion towhat is their due. This deplora-ble tendency has given rise to anever-increasing commercializationof the day. Reverence and respectare being continually drowned ina false conviviality which pardonsany excess in the name of "Christ-mas cheer."
SINCE THE BEGINNING of
the present century. there have
been few periods of actual peace
on earth, and the prospects for
the immediate future are hardly
more promising. In the last forty
years. a large portion of mankind
has been crushed under the ruth-
less domination of godless com-
munism whose offici91 ' •
to extirpate relig:on as the "opium
of the people:"
The communists - have nii.ver
been deterred 'by the sight of theblood of martyrs. They have re-sorted to every sort of base trick-
ery to discredit the dauntless faith
of their helpless victims. Only
when God and religion can serve
the interests of their evil designs
do they allow a semblance of free
worship.
FOR US IN AMERICA, Christ-
mas shoutd bring a deep realiza-tion of the blessing of fre orn.Wcf should welcome the rist-- -Child into our midst and allow
the spirit of the first Christmas
to permeate not only our holidaybut our very lives. It is by thismeans that we can experience thefull significance of what His com-ing has meant to men of good will
SANTA'S HELPER ... A Kentucky State Trooper cheerfully ghesKris Kringle some helpful safety hints before the old fellow startshis annual Christmas P14,)(111(11 Santa joined with the State PoliceEn urgtng all motorists to -Drhe with reason this holiday season."
This is the last time before.
the end of my trim in January
that T will have the privilege
or writing to you in this man-
ner and reporting ow my activ-
ities in the United States Sen-
ate. Space will net permit me
to go into detail on everything
that has happened, but 1 d
want to share with you some
thoughts that coine to me. as I
look back on the _past sk_
years. which have " been rich
'and rewarding to-me--
The one major thought that
comes above all olhers is illus-
trated by the advertising slo-
gan of a great national firm •
which says, "Progress Is Our
Most Important Product'
Great progress has been made
in Washington feter—lbe-be-riefit
of the people • of this country,
during the past six years.
There has been progress to-
ward all of those objectives of
the people of these United
States that are set forth in the
preamble of our Constitution:
"to establish justice, insure
domestic tranquility. provide
for the common d:fense. pro- .
mote the general welfare, ani
secure. the blessings of liberty ,
t.. oursi.lves and our poste rity."
believe.... year -under--
oand that I take pardonable
pride and Personal satisfaction
frern the fact that t have been
permitted to be a poll of -an
agency of your gevernmeni
which has contributed to that
A Great Force Maintained
While the threat f v..ai
hangs over the wsrld and there
is evidence this nation's prest-
ige abroad has suffered, hope
for the future is held out by
the fact that the United Na-
tions has our support and Con-
gress has seen to it that our
national defenses have been
safeguarded and strengthened.
We have taken a step in
providing for the "mammon de-
fen-se" by maintaining our
lead in the development of
ruclear weapons for use in
the event Qf war, but we also
have moved to aid the general
welfare by research and dev-
elopment of peace-time uses of
atomic power.
Congress has adopted legisla-
Iron to promote the general
welfare through expansion of
the Social Security Act to, cov-
er many millions of our people.
and an increase in its bene-
fits, through new programs fro
public welfare, health and edu-
cation, pollution control, the
conservation, development and•
utilization of our natural re-
sources.
There is deep significance in
:he progress that has been
made in these and many other,
programs when we stop ith"""e6h.:-
rider that not many years ago
there were those who charged
that the federal government
should never entet these fields,
that they were "socialistic ven-
tures" our country should never
attempt. There is a better un-
derstanding today that the fed
eral government is an agency
of the people through which
they have a right to move in
the promotion of their own
welfare. An illustration of that
_ts the growing recognition of
the need for federal aid for
education. It is a matter of
personal regret that I did not
see this gest achieved during
my etfe o 
rts that '
nure in the Senate but
have been made
will contribute to an early
solution of this problem.
Progress For Kentucky, Too
Our state has shared gener-
ously ui the progress that has
been made in the development
01 new programs te wine-ti our
national government has con-
tributed. We. stand on the
thieshold of a neva day in
Iiii;lie. ay a instruction becaus-
of the $33 billion Interstate
Highway System legislation
passed at this sessionThe grow-
ers of Kentucky's major agri-
cultural crop, tobacco, have a
firm foundation under produc-
tion and marketing of that
commoditY because of new leg-
islation. Good Prices have been
nosintamed and production and
supply have be-en brought into-
-- balance. A ne w ma sure' .to
stimulate- the exporting of to-
bacco arid to aid` in di:olio:in,
of surplus stocks of ether crop
has been enacted.
There is a ne .nal' PPtein Kentucky at CumberLano
Gap, and toilets to. it. develop
ment have bceii pLus ideal And
mont y fur needed improve-
ments at Mammoth Cave Na-
tional Park finally has been
--obtarrirrt .•-Th-cy-Seileirient tile
fin,. system of state parks de-
veloped in Kentucky.
A most significant contribu-
Oen to the future of Kentucky
has been made through new
attention gained for the de-
velonient. .and
Cur !seat( -t natural resource-
water Thi., pr gram provides
protection ag.:inst floods, +end
water navigation. industrial.
municipal and recreat-inal uses
and many other purposes.
( enthused Construction Assured
Muny'per-ons, have. asked
wiletner. toe!. i4 danitei that
Congresk will not make appro-
priations to continue. the con-
-structiori of some the Ken-
tucky water% ays pr. iject fiir
anich tirtis have been ohtairu_
ed m recent . years.' I believe
tliat theNt. who an. _interested
can be assured of continued
or der'' development of , these.
proje ets, fur, once Congress has
peividird funds t.. initiate. c‘in-
struction it has beet. customary
I. 7- seireis: ain't-op. lotions to
ba in,leie for them. ,N1 that they
nay h, fine'-lied. Projects an
thee in th..
Gieenup. Markland-Warsaw and
La 7k and Dam 41 on the Ohio
rio.r; the Rough river reser-
seir; Buckhorn reservoir on
the upper Kentucky; and Bark-
darn on the lower Cumber-
land.
Of equal importance:, funds
provided in the past few years
or studies and plans of many
other__ projects have brought
them close to eligibility for
coo str uction appropria-
tions. These include the New
Richmond dam on the Ohio,
the Nolin river reservoir, the.
Big. Sandy, Little Sandy, Ty-
gart's Creek. Kentucky river.
Laurel river, Big South- Fork of
the Cumberland, Pond river,
Clark's river, Cypress creek,
Obion creek, Mayfield -7""reek
and Bayou du Chien.
Another of /le important de-
velopments brought about in
recent years was the new em-
phasis placed on a program to
provide flood control .ankother-
wise develop the natural re-
sources of the small water-
sheds. New legislation enacted
at this session of Congress to
'broaden the objectives of that
program and provide for more
effective participation by the
federal government should
bring great benefits to Ken-
tucky.
In closing, let me say that
it has .lren a pleasure and
privilege to have served you.
our state and the nation in
the Senate. May the very best
of everything come to you in
the Christmas season and weal




Earle C. Cements, U. S. S.
The Druses a sect of Islam,
accept no converts for fear of
admitting spies. They live in
the mountain fastnesses of Sy-




THE NEWS ‘‘. -I .'trri espies--
shins from its readcrs. Such
items ma%t he ..igned bat
name %%ill be eiveritti-el from
Publication if requested.
The rtelt0.1 Ctkeit21). New•
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear FC.11,...
DroppOig -j.ou 4+ Ire or two
to let ye u kn.,v. I am very
sick. Hay+ •••1 ti. care'
.if three th etor: I s ud Ii ie
very ILU.711 le ;it ii:.1
newspaper that J I!
1,:test Ste:
tian Bernardino, Cali f.i r n
nould like eery much to
Christmas cards from his folk.
4nd friends ari•und Fulton and
Martin, Tenn. his lothe towns
I Suppose it .is very coilback there by now.








is to omd gift sub-
sci eaten. t, the Ful-
ton C ninty News. They ite
as ;o .);"tte.'. 'I hey keep
on reminding. You can buya roil ye,iie at pleasure for
enly three dollar*. And eachgirt wilt' th.5 announced in yourname_ witli aoheery card,- tim-
ed to arrive in the
Christen 31 mail.
_ .
moa ant A Happy New Year
.to all.
• • ours Ti
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Dor'; lei the empty suit
worry you, Junior...
Santa will be slipping inside that suit any
minute, son. Some day, when you're big
enough to fill Santa's boots, you'll know
the whole story.
You can be sure, right now, that Santa'shelpers are busy distributing gifts all overthe world. We know. Because here in Mid-America the big part of the delivery workis handled by the Illinois Central.
It's the best part of our year's work. Forin every community on the railroad, we'llbe watching the bright and happy fares ofyoungsters on Christmas morning. Thathelps make railroading fun.
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heitrty approval in the past
and Wilt our efforts to ser%e )tei
have not been in vain. Mn' %%e.,







Last week I set through a
thirty-minute boring speech. I
would have been bored past
endurance but for the review
that I got of a whole era of
speaking that I have lived thr-
:,ugh Let me go back forty
to fifty years. We used to have
Teachers Institutes every late
summer or early fall. Many of
the lecturers who came were
good speakers and brought us
some solid intellectual food;
others were mere word-slingers
m:ho did not average one
thought in an hour ramble.
One such rambler was Profes-
sor Snip, let us call him; that
name fits, for what he had to
say was snippy, smart-aiec,
shallow ,would-be funny. I sup-
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regarded as cute in earlier
days than mine, but he was
boring beyond words. He had
a way of getting institutes
readily and of boring them
much as he bored me Since
I heard him through all or
parts or six or seven, I should
be able to put on a whole
show of his shallow stunts, his
outclassed data, his opinionated
program. The recent speaker
was enough like him to have
been his younger brother. His
speech had evidently been given
so many times it rattled off
like the player piano that us-
ed to be turned loose across
the street from where I lived.
He would get so enrdptured
with his wit and humor that
he would forget that people
were supposed to be listening;
some of his wisest wise cracks
fell pretty flat; the loud speak-
er did not pick up the fine
points that were uttered in a
simulated whisper. He had al-
literation by the yard, he
found fancied resemblances be-
tween words that are rank
strangers he quoted shallow
rhymes and shallower morals
until I wondered whether he
would ever quit. And the look
of satisfaction on his fairly
handsome old face made me
know that he felt quite proud
of himself as he ran off, like
a record, his carefully memori-
zed stream of inanities.
Several of us who heard him
laughed, not at his jokes and
puns and alliterations, but at
the memory of a time when
he would have appeared ri-
proanously funny. If he had
come to our chapel at Western
almost a half century ago, he
would have been regarded as
one of the world's greatest
speakers. Chautauqua was at
its •height then, with a good
dozen like him to be obtained
every year. Many of the speak-
ers were our very best pro-
ducts in sociology, politics, his-
tory, literature; but there was
nearly alw.eys one like the man
I so recently heard. I did not
realize that tastes had changed
from those earlier days until
about 1924, when some friends
pt'ours in another state invited
my i.(je and me to attend a
chauta qua lecture in a tent
near their home. We went. The
lecturer was a word-slinger,
eminently shallow, a phase-
maker I sat and wondered
why I was not having a great
time, though I did have the
good taste not to say anything
like this to our hosts. In fact,
this is the first time I have
cheeped about the program.
But the wonderful chautauqua
seemed to - have been fatally
wounded that day. I was never
again as eager to tell how I
used to attend the programs
in the hottest possible summer
weather and come away danc-
ing on air. Years of thinking
however, have made me re-
member that I did see and
hear some excellent things be-
sides these wordy speeches. I
first saw the great Philip Ben
Greet, long before he was
knighted, in a hot tent; and
that was my first Shakespear-
ean play, too.
Throughout Europe, coffee
The Fulton News, Thursday, December 20, 1956
MERRY
CHRISTMAS
With a genuine appreciation of
the people whom we serve, we
pause on this glorious occasion to
wish each of you a Yuletide that
will be the happiest you hove ever
spent. May the New Year hold on
abundance of good things for you
and those whom you hold sti dear.
BENNETT DRUG STORE











We are looking forward to serving you during the
• 
 11
next twelve months as enthusiastically as we did last r
V year. ln- appreciation of 
your past patronage we r
10 . promise to make even greater efforts to serve yo
u r





Ford Tractor — Mercury — Lincoln Autos A
*
was first sold as a beverage by 1 vo *
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FOR YOUR HEALTH AND
HAPPINESS








From the Following Officials of the County Court House












Here is thanking you fcas all
the nice things you left last
year. And you did such a swell
job in not asking for anything.
After visiting all the other
boys and girls and you are
not to tired to stop by for a
little while.
'11 be happy for you to
spend a few minutes resting
ond drinking a hot cup of cof-
fee and eating a piece of cake
and a- boLona sandwich. If you
have anything left just drop it
off and I know ru like it.
I'm 4 years old and leave a
TV set Ihr Aunt Clowar and
a telephone for Mommie.
If I'm asleep when you come
by. here is wishing you a big






I am a little boy 6 years old
in the first grade. My name is
Larry Gene Williams.
I want a Lone Ranger suit
and hat. Lone Ranger gun set,
and, a punching bag. Also
clothes and anything else for a
little boy 6 yrs. old. that you
think he woitld like. Don't for-
get candy, fruit and puts.
Oh yes, Santa, don't forget
my little neice and nephew.
They are 14 months old, so
bring them anything they
would like.
Santa, in Case you are hun-,
gry ru have some hot coffee
and cake on the table for you.
So thanks in advance.
Larry Williams
Dear Santa Claus,
I want a doll, a suitcase, a
watch and a dictionary. My
sister wants a doll that cries
and wets, a suitcase and a
diaper bag. My big brother
wants an air rifle and a tent.
My little brother wants a truck,




I am a little boy 5 years
old. Please bring me a big try-
cycle, a trubk and a little trac-
tor, for Christmas and don't
forget to bring me lots of ap-
ples, oranges and candy I will





I'm 'a little boy 5 year old.
I'm pretty good most of the
time.
Please bring me a gun and
holster set, a cowboy hat, doc-
tor's kit and anything- else you
think I'd like.
My little brother is sending
a letter too. Don't forget my
cousin and my Grandmothers
and Granddads and all of the
little children everywhere. I'll





I want a watch, a bird, a
Tiny Tears doll with clothes
and diaper bag, a Beat-The-
Clock_ game, a ;64,000 Question
game.







I'm a little boy 21/2 years old,
I've been good most of the
time. Please bring me a stick
horse, some trucks, ABC blocks
and just anything else.
Remember my Daddy and
Mother and my big brother,





I am a little girl six years
old and in the first trade. For
Christmas I would like for you
to bring me a doll and doll
buggy and some nice furry
house shoes. Also some oranges,
apples, candy and nuts. Don't
forget all the other little boys
and girls. My big sister is writ-
ing this letter for me. I thank






Please bring me a walkie
talkie, a guitar, and erector
set, a one holster gun, a wook
burning set, a cowboy set and
some games and books.






We are two boys whose
names are Jimmy. and Jerry
Oliver. We are six and four
vt•ars old. We play together
most of the time and would
like about the same things. A
service station, with lots of
cars; a two gun holster, we
hope it's d Roy Rogers set,
a pop gun, and a doctor kit.
Don't forget Judy and John-
ny and all the other little boys
and
We ate trying to be good.
Love.
Jimmy and Jerry Oliver
Dear Santa.
I am a little boy 7 years old.
I want a cowboy suit and a
holster set and a bee bee gun
someikee's bee's and some e'ease
' caps, some fruit and nuts and tank, a
• candy. Don't forget my brother, holster







Fm a little boy five years
old. I go to Sunday School
every Sunday, but was sick to-
day.
Please bring me a road grad-
er. high lift loader and shav-
ing set, just like dad's. Don't






T am a little boy five years
old and have tried to be a
good little boy, so will you
bring the a crawling
baseball suit, pistol and
set, nuts, candy anj
Thanks.
Paul Eiruckwell.
P. S. please don't forget my
itti nephews Phil and Steve
brockwell.", Bring them iome
nice things also.
When gold %1 as diwovered on
January 24. 1548, in Califor-
t•ia's South Fork American
River northeast of present-
:4i.y Sacramento, San Francisco
' sucidenly depopulated "aa
if by a pligiric." One. report
said that of a population of
E. I- ut 900, all but a dozen left
for the diggings. Thousands of
easterners soon swelled the
city to far beyond iti original
size, however. By 1852 the pop-
ulation was 34,700, the Nation-
al Geographic Society says.
Carter Promoted By
ROTC At Murray
ROTC cadets promotions ap-
proved in November have re-
cently been announced by Lt
Cid. Jesse D. Jackson, head of
the MSC military science de-
partment.
Receiving promotions to I
Cadet Master- Sergeants of -the.
six companies. in the Murray
State ROTC unit wer. Theo-
dore Vaughn Murray, "A"
t'omPtattY: William Gardner,
Smithland, "13" eompanvi and
Herbert Lax, Paducah, "C"
tornianr- • Roger- Myers. -Corral:.
"E" Company; Donald
Sparks, Mayfield. "F" company;
;Ind James Carter, Stilton, "G"
company.
Some people have privet
telephones. Others have teen-
age children.—Changing Times.
The Fulton News. Thursday. December 20, 1956
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QUA LIT I. (lEANiRS
Luc ille end E. L. Phihips
227 Commerc:al Av;: -- Phone 4
N
CHAIRS FOR HER, CHAIRS FOR HIM
There's wonderful utility, comfort and ( to be
added to a bedroom with one of our lovely slipper chairs
or to a den with one of our big lounge chairs—and
Christmas is the time to do it. Let us show you our mar-
velous assortment. Modern, traditional styles of most
all kinds await your visit.
GIVE A LAMP
All Christmas furni-
ture gifts are not ex-
pensive to be appre-
ciated: one or a pair
of our beautiful lamps
may be just the thing




Mcst iful s on
t h e market. Traditional
styling, as above, as well
as new modern and period
styling that will make her
"LANE" also a lovely piece
of furniture. Come, see!
61G4 The diaine
1/.4 ehlu4imad 244eam4







A GIFT FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY PRETIM IDEA! A NEW BEDROOM!
Somewhere in Graham's enormous stocks of lis-
in q room suites you will find just what you are
looking for in a Living Room Suite, be it modern,
period style or just styled for casual comfort. Sur-
prise vaur fainily this Christmas with • wonderful
new living room! Visit Graham's now.
OCCASIONAL TABUS
FOR EVERY NEED!
We have tables of very description to fit any poc-
ketbook. Lamp tables, end tables, radio tables, cof-
fee tables and just plain tables. Tables that would
be an asset to any home.
'44
On C..-aham's three floors of furniture you will
find a hush selection of every popular type of
bedroom suite, and nothing makes a more wel-
come Christmas gift. Nothing keeps on being so
appreciated for years to come. First, visit our
store and let us show you around!
-"ZS\
LIVING ROOM GRACE!




What better gift for Any
mother or dad l than this
good looking luxurious
rocker that ran he used in —
any room Covered in mo
hair or tapestry In love
ij 'rotors.
.....Ask About Our Easy Payment Plan....
Graham Furniture Co.
303 Walnut Street Phone 185 Fulton, Kentucky
SEASON'S
GREETINGS
Employees of this company join in





EXUM RADIO AND ELECTRIC
Your Sparton Television Dealer
4
SHOP HERE FOR YOUR
CHRISTMAS GIFTS, SAVE!
BATES BEDSPREADS












L ADIES NYLON PANTIES
Only 98c
A WONDERLAND OF TOYS
All kinds of Toys for all ages
WES-TENN
DEPARTMENT STORES, Inc.






(Ed. Note: The Junior 'English
students were assigned a 20(10
word theme by Mrs. Burrow,
On the subject, "The Pergon I
Most Desire To Be Like." The
following is one of the themes
she received).
Thomas Jefferscn 'composed
his own epitah: "Here was
buried. Thomas Jefferson, Au-
thor _ of the Declaration of
American Independence, of the
Statute of Virgieia for Relig-
ious Freedom and Father of -the
University of Virginia." By
these mortert yet all-powerful
phrases one can tell that Thom-
as Jeffersoe •:,,•,11 a molder of
mei, ead a believer in fr.
dons whether political. Peitlea-
tionai, or religious. Ills ideals
and nrincipise were of the
Yes; highest, and he worked
constantly to bring the stand-
ard of life about him to the
level of his ideals. He throned
American mind and spirit" It
would he impossible to list all
of Jefferson's accomplishments.
He was a man of many talents:
a statesman, diplomat, philoso-
pher, founder of the Demo-
cratic Party an educator, an in-
ventor, and an architect. In
this paper I shall attempt to
list a few of his beliefs which
I too share and intend to in-
corporate"- into my life.
Jefferson's outstanding trait
was his faith in the ability of
the Common Man and in this
Man's right to freedom. Jef-
ferson made a vow early in
life, and until he died, he nev-
er broke it. "I have sworn on
the - altar of God eternal hos-
tility against every form of
tyranny over the mind of man."
This helps to illustrate his --
lief in freedom of goverru
as he stated in the Declara-
tion of Independence. I also be-
lieve that the people should
rule in government and not
just one man or one party.
In his education Jefferson
realized the value of knowing
English well and also having
a knowledge of foreign lang-
uages. By his twentieth year,
he had a thorough knowledge
at Latin. Greek. French, and
later even Spanish Italian, and
Anglo-Saxon. He also knew
higher mathematics quite well.
Not only was the math help-
ful, but also in the study of
math, his mind was trained to
reason and think things --
Today I think it is very im-
portant to know one's own
language. English. and related
foreign languages. The ability
to reason and think will always
be important to anyone who
wants to be a success in life.
Jefferson was a leader in the
fight for freedom against Brit-
ain. He was prompt. frank, ex-
plicit. decisive. and wrote with
a forceful pen. This is shown
by his writing of the Declara-
tion ef Indeopendence. I think
this is the greatest expression
of the ficedom of government
Ind rights of man that has ever
teen written I admire his
ct usage and ability.
He always fought for peace
and freedom In Congress he
-












OCCASIONAL TABLES - COFFEE TABLEI - Pi.;47FaRti ROCKERS
CEDAR CHESTS LAMPS





UK GETS BARKLEY COLLECTION—A large collection of 
letters,
documenta, political cartoons, and tniscellaneous litmus belonging to
the late Vice President Albert W. Barkley has been deposited with
the University of Kentucky Library. Pictured above with a bugs
gavel which was presented by western friends to Mr. Barkley when
be was serving In the U. 8. Senate is Dr. Jacqueline Bull
 of the
Library staff. A special room has been set aside in the Library toe _
the many items in the interesting collection, and dedication exercise*
offal Imo bold East ma rho sr.
headed a peace committee in
1E73. He formulated a plan of
government for the Western
Territories. It was not only
justice but patriotism, that
pleaded within him that the
slaves would one day have to
be set free. He was Franklin's
succes:or as minister to France.
He was loved in France and in-
creased the good will between
France and the young United
States. I hope that my morals,
mind, and tongue will always
be as pure as Jefferson's.
Thomas Jefferson was
throughout hie life a social re-
Crmer. He was always trying
to help and advance his fel-
low man. He made it easy for
,_immigrants to be naturalized
and to be able to vote. As I
have said before, he set up a
new land system, religious tol-
eration, and the separation of
church and state in Virginia.
He tried to reform suffrage
and attempted the gradual
atiolitiOn of slavery as prev-
iously mentioned. Educational
expansion was very important
tc him. I think education is
by far more imp ,rtant today
than in Jefferson's time.
President Georg,. Washington
appointed Thomas Jefferson
Secretary of State. While he
was Secretary of State, Jeffer-
son got the much needed Bill of
Rights added to the Constitu-
tion. He came into a conflict
with Alexander Hamilton over
government. Jefferson, as you
know. believed in government
by the people, Hamilton be-
le .ed in a strong central gay-
i•rnment. The !conflict became
se tense and great that they
separated from their present
parties and formed the Demo-
crat and the Federalist party.
Jefferson was oprhsed to war
and always tried to find peace-
ful means to settle disputes.
However. if the freedom of the
people and 1.1.e rights of man
were in danger and there was
no way to settle the dispute
by peaceful means, then Jef-
ferson would be wilting to
have a war to save freedom.
txlieve jefferthin is right about
war. We should always try to
settle disputes . by peaceful
means. If the dispute cannot
be settled by peaceful means
and the freedom of the people
is in danger, then I think we
should fight.
He retired from Washington's
cabinet during Washington's
second term. He dropped out
of politics until he was elect-
ed vice-president in 1796. He
went to his home, Monticello,
and experiemented in garden-
ing.
Jeffeeeen"s enrty wn the
election in 1800. Aaron Burr
was Jefferson's running mate,
but when the votes for presi-
dent were counted, he had the
same number as Jefferson.
Many great events for the bet-
terment of our nation came
about in Jefferson's two terms
as president. The United
States Military Academy at
West Point was founded. The
United States had a war with
the Barbary Pirates, and at the
defeat of them, the danger to
our commercial ships ended.
Jefferson purchased the Louis-
iana Purchase from . France in
1803. and our nation expand-
e1 greatly. He cent Lewis and
(nark on an expedition to the
Northwest, and they reached
the Pacific. It is easy to see
leny this period became known
:is the Era of American Ex-
nansion. The much-needed
Twelfth Amendment was add-
ed to the Constitution. Jeffer-
son had the Embargo Act
passed, although Jefferson was
lisappointed at its butenme.
Fulton's steamboat, the Cler-
mont, also steamed up the
Hudson, and Ohio joined the
Union. All these great accom-
plishments took- place only
through Jefferson's quick eye
for character, his tactfulness.
his shrewdness, and his mas-
terfulness. Jeffersbn was a
leader in the true sense of the
v.• .rk. Ile had full courage in
everything he did. He never
failed to show unlimited faith
in the honesty of the people
and faith in common sense.
During his terms as president,
I think Jefferson did just as
much and more than many of
our presidents to lay the
foundatems of our nation. The
facts iprove it. Look at the
things Jefferson did and aim.-
pare them with the accomplish-
ments of any other president.
Of course, I think George
Wa-hington was as great a
president as Jefferson, but
%hen each was president, each
had to face a different situa-
twin. I hope sitemeday I will be
able__to exercise_ the leadership
and understanding in my pro-
fe esion that Jefferson did in
hi:. •
After Jefferson declined to
run for a third term for the
presidency, he returned to his
hr me, Monticello. He founded
the University of Virginia and
became its "father." As he was
an architect he designed the
buildings. He imeierted most of
the faculty from abroad so it
would have a wide variety of
learning. - -
I have shown a few of Jef-
ferson's accomplishments, con-
tributions, and achievements nor
mankind. I could go on and
on. It is easy to see why I
chose Jefferson for this theme,
and why I would someday like
to be like him. First and fore-
most, he was a leader. Ire was
an honest, faithful, courageous,
brilliant American. I believe
I can sum up Jefferson's inter-
ests and accomplishments in one
word — freedom — freedom in
creed, government, thought and
speech. I hope someday I. can
be the kind of man that Jef-
ferson Was and aid mankind
in some way as Jefferson did.
When I think bf Jefferson. I
can truly say that here wes a
man, a molder of men!
The staff and management of
Radio Station ViTTI, invites
you to listen to its daily menu
of listening pleasure, designed
Especially for you.













The sooner yot. -noose and register your Towle Steles t
pattern, the sooner you can start planning your comp --
silver se - ice. And tour :,e.rids will appreciate the extra
time yo t is.. _hem to select sterling silver wedding presents
in your ..)svn pattciii. With our registr iystern there is no
chance of gift duplication-no need to exchange.
Only matchless Towle Sterling has the famous Towle
lbuch the touch of master silver craftsmen.
4-Pi. Plato S•ttengs from $29.75 Sorving p.•cos from $4.25
ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE




Seas AA and B .
clipper.
$6.00. 
(RI(.HT): Man's slipper, Sizes











AA, B ..... t5.5t
Vattiel Gtfeit, Comta, Sevexs
FRY'S SHOE STORE
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"In this world, nothing can until the Treasury began to is
-
be said to be certain except sue U. S. Savings Bo
nds,
death and taxes," said Ben- which are certain to return
Jambi Franklin. Not, at least, your investment with interest.
110140
KILLEBREW'S FLOWERS AND GIFTS
Commercial Avenue
A BLESSED CHRISTMAS
TO ALL OUR FRIENDS
Thanks For Your Valued Patronage
WICK SMITH
INSURANCE AGENCY
Lake Street — Fulton
Way ther•
some to you at
this Christmas


















we We In 
the mem-
ory of our 
friends.
"Your Pure Milk Distributors"
Fulton. Ky,
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CHRISTMAS STORY
Cancer sometimes hits child-
ren. In Reader's Digest for Dec-
ember, a young mother reveals
the suffering and heroistn in-
volved when her nine-year-old
daughter was stricken Her
narrative, addressed to the dead
girl1 is entitled "The Story of
Gabrielle',' and is the conden-
sation of a book to be publish-
ed by the World Publishing Co.
The author writes under her
maiden name of Catherine Ga-
brielson.
Shortly - before a recent
Christmas, Gabrielle, a "long-
legged, sun-kissed little girl
with long, straight, sun-bleach-
ed hair,' became mysteriously
ill. After many tests and
X-rays, an operation revealed
a malignant tumor that had
grown out from the spine and
invaded everything.
"It's worse than our worst
fears," a doctor told the mother.
"There's nothing we can do.
We couldn't begin to remove
it."
Gabrielle wal not told of this
and seemed to recover rapidly
from her operation. She was
taken home to the family's
New York apartment to cele-
brate her 10th birthday.
But a few days later she was
ill again and returned to the
hospital. There followed weeks
of suffering which the girl
endured with cheerful courage.
For many nights her mother
slept at her side to hold her
hand and administ-- drugs
when needed
"Sweet ch-eams," said •Ga-
brielle to her mother by way
of goodnight on the evening of
Friday, April 25. The little girl
could not speak next day and
on ''‘unday, less than five mon-
ths attsr her illness was notic-
ed. she Aied.
A minister read the Twenty-
third Psalm as she was buried
on a hillside facing the bay
in the old Snow Cemetery at
Truro, Mass., where the family
has a summer home.
Her favorite doll was buried.........
with her.
The author was born in Vir-
ginia, Minnesota. near the Can-
adian border, and was gradu-
ated at Carlettw College, North-
field, Minne!zita. She studied
drama there and later at the
Chekhov Theatre Studio in
Englund. She has acted in off-
Broadway plays in New York
and in summer theaters. She
has written stories, articles, and
poems, but "The Story of Ga-
brielle" is her first book. "The
boo kwas written out of a deep
need to keep this experience
vivid for myself," she explains,
"and also to try to convey to
family and friends the atmos-
phere in which we lived dur-
ing those five months. It wasn't
quite the way they imagined
it. It was heartbreak, yes, but
so much more."
When Digest editors read it
in proof form, they outbid sev-
eral other publications for the
magazine rights and revised
their December issue to rush
the narrative into pnnL
SAWYER'S MARKET
234 East 4th Street — Phone 75
•
V
ISHING you the joys of
older days, combined with the pleas-
ures of new, to make this a gay and
bright Holiday, brimmed full of hop-










Judge C. P. Mabry of Hick-
man and County Agent Jr .rh tt
B. Watts are representing Ken
tucky at the National Cotton •
Production meeting in Birm-
ingham, Alabama, December'
13th and 14th. This conference
has been developed to discuss
the latest Promising experimen-
tal results on insect and dis-
ease control, chemical weed
control, fertilization, dellolia-
lion, , and o th•r important
phases of cotton production. It
also probes, deeply into the
cost-cutting and quality-im-
provement potentials of addi-
tional coordinated research on
cotton production problems,
and shows how progress in
these areas would strengthen





Mr. and Mrs Chester Arthur
Pennington of Fairborn. Ohio
announce the marriage of their
daughter, Phyllis Elaine, to
Jerry Daniel Dumas, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Boyce Duman of Cori-
nth, Miss and formerly of Ail-
ton.
The wedding ceremony was
solemnized on Saturday, Nov.
24, at the Fairborn Baptist
Church, Bairborn. Ohio
Mr. Dumas is the grandson
of Mrs. Verna DeMyer of Ail-
ton
COURAGEOUS MAN
South Bend, Ind --- Glen W
Dunning tel 'eight feet from
the roof of his house to the
ground, but, undaunted, he al-
ready had a ladder set up and
was ready to climb back to re-
sume. his house painting when
police arrived They persuaded
Dunning to go to a hospital.
where he was found to have
a broken back. body bruises
and a concussion Dunning is
81 years old.
FOSSILIZED CRAB
Philadelphia, Pa —Betty Bur.
7, who is an amateur shell-
hunter, recently found a stone
shape just like a crab at Beach
Haven, N J. It turned out to
be a fossilized crab, which na-
turalists say may be 25,000
years old. It is on exhibit at












he chonce to express
S greetings
to fine friends like you
ANN' I BEAUTY SHOP
311 Forestdale — Phone 1217
Ann McMinn
• • ik
• extend a sincere hope
that your holiday will
be completely happy
Southern States Fulton Co-Operative
viors•ononsnifltroxontlatiltillalealiwiro•Ps




Brings to our minds the true value of friendships—and leads
to ponder over the many deeds of kindness that have been extend-
ed us in the past.
V
V We are indebted to you for these kindnesses and
I the thoughtfulness back of them, and desire to extend
compliments of the Season to you, one and all!
0
0
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KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY
"YOUR OLDSMOBILE — CADILLAC DEALER"
















































EIGHT IMPROVEMENTS IN '56 NOTED AT
SCOUT RESERVATION ON KENTUCKY LAKE
C. A. Hol,ertsion, of Paducah,' * h 11r) sit c:n pawn a year
chairman of the Four River rim
set.ut Council's Cam!) Develop- , This part year there have
an-Lein more than 1,000 boy, usement Committee recently
nianiced the latest improve. 1 1.4...vation for camping
merits at the new Boy Scout! t. i . nd for a second time -a
lieservation on Kerituclsjp Lake can+ program was
The announcement was in ti,, onerated on a limited scale.
in of a !rites_ th rmrtt.s, activity
-;,•111 ti 0l tiirwv who • the re ervatii.n has been
•rilnit...n. t” the camp de ,4 at loptrient of the





Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Babb
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
• PLEASANT VIEW
Mr. Georee Elliott •
Mrs. Robert Wall v.as ant •
to be carried to her mother's
Monday after a ten day stay
iii'Haws Hospital.
Arlin Barber is a patient in
the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen- -Clemente
spent Saturday night with Mr.
and Mrs. Emerson Harris.
firvin Morrison has -returned
home from the hospital in
Memphis.
Saturday afternoon Margaret
Holt was hostess to a pink and
blue shower for Mrs. Robert
Wall. The 1, l' as ire ladies were
present:. Aire-T. Wilkinson. 'Nire.
Thomas, Li,. ill- M't ii, Mau-
rine Thomak. Madge McNatt,
Pearl Cashon,
Carolyn La xlin Maydalene
Jackson Jean Lamb, Mollie
Bet Simpson, Martha Thomas,
Kat'. Shtrr.'n and Fai.e
Lou Elliott As Mrs. Wall_wa-;
In the hospital, after the game
and refreshments eight or ten
of the ladies carried the gifts
to her at the hospital. Sever:-
al sent gifts who did not at-
tend.
I Mr and Mrs. John Thorpe
of Fulton. Mr and Mrs Max
Council and David of DANT
were supper guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Jasper Elliott Sunday.
W. M. U. of Pleasant
will have their Christmas party
Saturday night with Mrs. Mar-
garet Holt as hostess.
Pleasant View will have their
Christmas program Sunday
night.
basic essentials which will en-
able the Saout Council to op-
erate a full-scale camping op-
eration of the highest type in
'the summer of 1957. To that
end the following projects have
been completed.,
1. Latrine on Troop camp-
sites, public picnic area, and on
Fxplorer point.
2.. Sand beach at the swim-
ming area.
3. An 85 foot swimming dock
to fill the needs of all Scouts
from tion-swimmers to advanc-
ed swimmers.
4. A 293 foot wen which
will deliver up to 100 gallons
of pure drinking water per
minute, with the necessary pip-
ing. pump and tank for storage.
(Ample water for any fore-
seeable need).
5 Construction and place-
ment of patrol tables at camp-
sites and in public picnic area.
6. Construction of power lines
to key access points on the
st property.
7 Aquisition of some pro-
• gram equipment including sail
0 boats. canoes, tentage. and
scoutcraft supplies.
a, A combination well house
--storage building which win-
• terizes the water system.-
, The following proj •ct is un-
rway and will be completeo
A within the next three months.
k 1. Construction of a shop and
machinevy building which will
. be used as a commissary and
quartermaster building until
X completion of the  adminirtra-
tiun building.
k Prior to the opening of camp
g on June 16th, 1957, the Camp
k De vet, Ixnent Committee will
if complete the construction of a
g central shower building, lay
p water lines to troop campsites.
k Presley a health lodge, and ac-
it moire.- sufficient additional pro-
gram facilities and equipment
I to enable us to offer the very
It tops in Scout Camping program
It to thi buys of West Kentucky
41 and Tennessee.
T.
• The weakest among us has
a gift, however seemingly tri-
vial, which is peculiar to him,
and which worthily used, will
14 ,
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Fulton, Route 2, are the proud weighed six pounds, 12 ounces
parents of a son born Dec. 1.1 arid has been named Mark
at 2:45 p. m. fit H:o, Memor- steeese
tat Hospital. The baby weighed
eight pounds eight G:../Wee.
, It's A Boy
We congratulate Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Welch on the birth ofMr. and Mr, Billy Clark of
on born Dec. 8. The baby
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It's A Soy
Kr: and Mrs. Charles Thomp-
son are the proud parents of
a son barn Dec. 15 at the Ful-
ton Hospital. He has been nam-
ed Maxwell Dean.
W- -ongratulate Mr. -ano
Mrs. Charles E. Totty of Hick-
man on the birth of a daughter,
born at 5:48 a. m. Dec. 11, at
Jones Hospital. The little girl




West n Aift• OlLssocipte Store
Home owned and operated by Thad Fagan
Lake Street — Fulton, Ky.
May the flame of happiness
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey FrieIds •
Mr. Sam Mathis has been
sick the past week and under
the care of his family physi-
cian, Dr. Eddie F. Crocker
Rev. Dempsey Henderson
pastor of New Salem Baptist
Church filled his regular Lord's
Day appointment at the local
church the past Sunday at It
o'clock. The evening service
was held at 7 p. m. with a
visiting minister, Rev. Henry
Davis of Puryear, Tenn. Rev.
Davis is one of the New Salem
boys who has recently surrend-
ered to the ministry and has
the encouragement of all his
many friends and fellow as-
sociates.
Mrs. Volva Hawks, Sr. was a
victim of a deep siege of cold
and was indisposed for a few
days the past week.
Rev. and Mrs. Dempsey Hen-
dersein were Tuesday night din-





















shaping and lacy elastic
finish, set your legs free!
Elsewhere, you're well
smoothed by nylon elastic






















• NEW HOPE NEWS
sire Elmer Wa!semi •
Mrs. Buelah Ashley, Mrs.
Frieda Walston visited Mrs.
Grace Williams Tuesday morn-
ing.
Miss Patsy Latta, Memphis,
Tenn. arrived Friday to spend
the next two weeks with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clois
Latta.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Kimt-ro
visited Mr. and Mrs. Porter
Doyle Frields in Fulton.
News reached relatives here
of a most severe illness of
Gordon Pagaus, Los 'Angeles
California. Mr. Fagaus is the
oldest son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Fagaus, who formerly re-
'aided in this district. They now
live in Union City, Tenn. Every
good wish is extended the ill
Mr. Fagaus for a soon com-
plete recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Ancil Mathis
and children of Mayfield. Ky..
visited Mr. arid Mrs. But.m Las-
siter the past Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Dallas
Cherry and children recently
left our midst, locating in St.
-Louis. Mo. We wish them a
pleasant sojourn in their new
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Byars
are now set up in their home
on Dukedom-Pilot Road since
Mr. Byars has retired from hiF
work in Detroit where he and
Mrs. Byars have resided for
the past several years.
Wishing the News, the force,
all correspondents and the
readers every where a Very
Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.
Lewis Saturday night
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ashley had
as their Sunday dinner guests
the Rev. John Wier, Mrs. Wier
and son Kenneth. Mr and Mrs.
Earl Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
William Pittman, Mr. and Mrs.
Ike Martin, Mr. and Mrs. John
Wilkinson, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Gore, Mr. arid Mrs. Travis
Slaclen Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Sladen, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Bugg, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lat-
ta. Mrs. Ina Everett, Mrs. An-
nette Farmer, Mrs. Willie
Miss Maude Stevens, Miss
.Maude Crume, Kenneth
Dwight and Tony Martin. Dan-
ny Latta, Elizabeth and Tommy
Bugg. Jack Everett and James
A. Everett.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Austin and
daughter, Ann Marie, Cayce,
Kentucky, visited her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Kimbro
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Lewis
visited Mr. and Mrs. Williams
Wednesday afternoon.
Mr'. Nina. Pri.sley, Los An-
Californii, end -daughter.
Mrs. George Svarka and chil-
dren, Betty and Wayne, Wil-
mington, Del. are visiting e
our -community,:
Mn. Charles Via. ./ndiana-
polis, Ind. visited hir mother.
Mrs. Beatrice 'Via, Saturday.
Sympathy is extended to the
family of 'Mr . Willie Jackson
who passed away Monday
morning at the Clinton-Hick-
man County Hospital after a
long illness. .
Mrs. Della Jaekeon, fulton.
Hershel Bard. Ukiah,
Calif. visited Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Pittman Wednesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips










Fulton Phones 70, 428






*All new—inside and out
*Picture-perfectg
!V *Studio Realism
. I.arzest pi tire area
nt- fc re ieCto
V Autoriati, picture lock
p.
Top tuning; superior sound
X
A









V Compare SPARTON QUALITY with ANY
FOR A SUPEr CHRISTMAS SEE THE
179 to 299”
molel of equal ice!
EXUM RADIO AND TV SHOP




Funeral services for 1311,i
Bedwell of Mayfield. wh. died .1
Friday morning. Dec. 14. wert•
held Sunday afternoon, Dec. 16,
at 2:30 at the Roberts Funeral w
Home in Mayfield. Burial was
in Crestwood Cemetery in May-
field.
Mr. Bedwell is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Bonnie Bedwell,
six sisters and three brothers.
Mr. Bedwell was a brother-
in-law of Mrs. N. B. Forrest
of Fulton.
•
Mrs. Ruthie Moore, Crutchfield.
• Mr. and Mrs. Willie McClan
nalian, Crutchfield visited in
our home Sunday night.
This correspondent wishes
you all a Merry Christmas and





UNTIL 8:00 P. M.
WE ARE LOADED WITH CHRISTMAS
GIFTS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY!
OPEN EVERY NIGHT THIS WEEK
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The content* will bring ex-
clamations of delight:
est hand-rolled. ha n d -
dipped chocolates in spe-
cial milk and dark chocolate
coatings; fruits, nuts and




Fulton -:- Phones 95, 795
seasoi-t.'s
ciRee-tinqs
May the Star of Bethlehem that guided the
1 wise men to the Christ Child shine for youV again this Christmas. May its light ofV
V




I \ beloved land of ours. May it lead us to
V i
V 
- greater wisdom and goodness in our dal-
fi ings one with another. In expressing our
V
Christmas wish may we also add our sin-
cereV iV  thanks for all past courtesies. II










































Clifford Stephens Bruce Meacham A
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:sons have been concern-
ed v,•dh the cart. of eyes al-
ink obt since the dawn of time.
The Code of Harnmurabi (3250
is C) had these pertinent com-







the days ahead and
may this Yuletide Sea-
son be one of complete
happiness for you and
your loved ones
destroy the eye of another man..
they shall destroy his eye." CHRISTMAS CLUB
aheess (in the eye) of a man" a Physician faPn al° A BIG BUSINESS
And, "
with a bronze lancet and des-
-troy the man's eyes they shall
cut off his fingers."
_
Edward F. Dorset, national
president of Christmas Club, a
Corporation, announced that
for the fifth consecutive year
annual savings in Christmas
Club had passed the billion
dollar mark. Commenting on
the continued growth of the
Club, Mr. Dorset emphasized
the contribuition that is made
to the national economy when
such a huge sum is distributed
to the American public. Indivi-
dual security will be- increased
wihen neatly .a third of the
total is re eineitel in perman-
ents saving x_c -at.-.t7. Debt will
be redueel when a eohstantial
slice of the money is used to
pay accurrulsted bilk. Depart-
mint _store. and merchants will
feel the boost when those
members start their Christmas
shopping. And Santa Claus will
sec-n more real than ever
when Johnny and Jane find




who stormed into divorce court
determined to end their mar-
riage, had to wait four hours
for a hearing. In the mean-
time, the couple had changed
their mind---they said they
were disgusted with the argu-
ing and shouting, usually over
petty differences, by husbands,
wives and lawyers in court.
They wanted to give their mar-
riage another try, and left arm
yobotommwmmmve.ftmmmmitignisnnmmsmnonmmmmialm ill arm
TOM COW DEN
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Neu Ulm, Germany (ART-
NC)—Pvt. Howard L. Price,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Tommie
O. Price, Route I, Hickman,
Ky., is a fire direction control
specialist in Headquarters Bat-
tery of the 802nd Field Artil-
lery Battalion in Germany.
Price was a farmer before
entering the Army , last Janu-
• y. e eeei yeti tba.iic- -training
I. it C e, Ar;:., and was
stationed at Fort Ord, Calif.,




While Europe may lag be-
hind America in technology,
Europeans enjoy faster mail
service and some public ser-
vices that would be welcome
on this side of the Atlantic,
reports Robert Bendiner in a
December Reader's Digest arti-
cle, "What Europeans Can
Teach Us About Public Ser-
vices." cona, seed from C,olli-
Living in Huntington, Long
Island, on the fringe Of New
York's metropolitan area, Ben-
diner regards it as normal for
a letter from the city to reach
him in two days.
"In London, by dizzying con-
trast," reports the writer, "a
housewife can mail her 'grocery
order before ben in the morn-
ing and have her grievries de-
livered in time for dinner that
evening. Both London and Paris
take for granted three punc-
tual deliveries a day.
"A Parisian can get a letter
to anyone in the French capi
tat and its environs in an hour
or two by dropping it in a
special slot for pneumatic tube
mail at the nearest post -office
. ...Almost everywhere from
Glasgow to Moscow a letter
will go by the fastest method
available at the moment, whe-
ther it carries airmail postage
or not."
Fairopean telephone systems
offer many services In Paris,
you have only to dial INF-1
(information) to catch a re-
cording of the most recent news
bulletins, which are freshened
every two hours. In Amster-
dam, a recorded voice will list
the films showing at movie
theaters along with the com-
ment of local critics.
In Vienna, telephone service
supplies stock quotations, re-
cipes, bedtime stories for chil-
dren, practice dictation for sec-
retarial students, even perfect
pitch A for the tuning of mus-
ical instruments.
Mr. and Mrs. James Quillen
of Clinton, Route 2 are the
proud parents of a daughter.
The baby was born on Dec. 10.
at 10:23 a. m. at the Fulton
Hospital and weighed six
pounds, five ounces. She has
been named Lillie Rose.
It's A Girl Ni
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Willer-
.j-t f ralinersville on the
kiioi of a daughter, Debra
Aline, torn Dec. 5, at 5:15 p.
tr... at Jones Hospital. The baby
weighed 5 pounds, 6 ounces.
It's A Boy
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Joe
Welsh-..of Fulton on the birth
of a son, Mark Stephen, born
at 6:30 p. m., Dec. 6, at Jones





May the hallowed peace of Christmas
and the blessings of the season
be with you always.
KENTUCKY HARDWARE COMPANY
Walnut Street — Fulton
_
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A self-tatfght sculptor namel
Korczak Ziolkowski has spent
nine years and $180,000 of his
own money working in the
Black Hills of South Dakota on
, a mountain-size statue of i
Crazy Horse, the Sioux Indian ,
chief who defeated Generall
Custer. If and when completed
i 
3 cars hence, Reader's Digest
reports it will be 563 feet high.
C2 feet taller than the pyramid





May poy reign in the
world in your home




0 Nee AG AN inc Yuletide season
offers a welcome opportunity to extend
cordial greetings and best wishes to all those
whose friendship and patronage we have
enjoyed during the year. May we express
our appreciation of your consideration ...
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Mr. and
It is good to have served you,
and we are grateful, not only from
the standpoint of the good business
we've enjoyed, but from the
knowledge that our greatest








V May Christmas joys
and memories livss on
V
during the coming1
; The clipping of dairy cows us
1 the winter months is a profit-
o , able operation. It is easily car -
S




year and keep you in
constant company
with happiness
Mr and Mrs. T. B. Neely and Employees
Lake Street — Fulton
7t; 79 7.1; ,:; 71$ e.e.srowssmsiszssssmasss.s.--%:ssnitiinal
With .HM PRYOR
Aericwhowel Arai, Illissis Castml telhos.
11 Clipping Dairy Cris Profitable
I
VVe ..4,11 )-u the
prec%test happiness that
c ines with sharing Christmas
with friends and neighbors







ii AhC FAY FLOWER SHOP
Mac and Fay McNatt
Phone 49 Collin.wood Addn.
OR your patronage
and friendly good will







JOHN and LORETTA RUSSELL
South Fulton
fled out and .snot expensive.
All you need is a little instruc-
tion and a pair of clippers. You
v. ill not get kicktai if you fol-
low f( w gimple rules and
take the proper steps in cat-
tle: clipping.
First lets discuss the why in
clipping. Most folks don't like
to do something unless they
can see that they will profit
by it, and I am the same way.
There are 6 major reasons for
clipping dairy cattle. Clipping
reduces sediment; Clipping
lowers bacteria count in milk:
Clipping makes cows easier to
keep clean tin many cases
cows are more comfortable in
extremely-cold weather because
there is no long hair to hold
frozen mud and manure); Clip-
ping saves 10% of time when
_preparing for milking; Clipping
helps to control .lice and ticks
and improves appearance.
First clip the tailhead and
tail, keeping the hand on the
rump at all times, this seems
AY all the Joy and Happiness
of the Christmas Season
Its peace, It. cheer, its hope and faith,
main with you for
many days to come.




All the joys of the
season be yours ...
H. D. STANFIELD
"Your Gulf DiFtributor"
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Kentucky. richly endowed
with many outatanding quell-
ties, boasts it one honor proud-
ly upheld by its citizens yet
virtually unpublicised.
A combination of the desires,
tribulations and expectations a-
long with rugged individualism
possessed by the Common-
wealth's founding fathers re-
sulted is some of the most
unusual community names on
any map.
Fondest desires and hopes of
early settlers is seen in such
names as Independence, Liber-
ty, Bliss, Joy and Paradise.
Like the Commonwealth':
counties ,many towns are nam- V
ed for men closely identified I
Ssith Kentucky history and oc-
casionally was used with Var-
iations producing towns named F.
Henry Clay, Clay, Clay City, ..1
Booneville, Boone, Clark and
Shelby City.
V
The influence of trees and 4
the great forest which was
once Kentucky caught the ima-
gination of pioneers who pre-
ferred the names Oak, Oakland,.
Hickory Grove, Peach Grove.
Beechburg. Hickory Flat, Piti'e'
Ridge, New Cypress, OliNe
Branch and Walnut Grove.
Many community names were
coined by the method used by
Robert Harrison when he form-
ed Cynthiana from the first
names of his daukhters, Cyn-
thia and Anna. This tradition
has been retained in Beulah.
Tillie, Ines, Nancy, Cecilia,
Judy, Josephine, Virgie, Carrie
and Elsie.
Water. which played a pro-
minent role in selection of
towns sites became the basis,
for Allen Springs. Big Springs,
Clear Springs. Russell Springs,
Mays Lick, Salt Lick and Paint
A cosmopolitan influence is
clearly seen in the names,
Cuba. Mexico, Moscow, Gen•
ova, Holland and Ghent. From
the French were derived Paris.
Versailles. and Napoleon. The
English influence is noted in
London, Canada. Dover and
Manchester.
While many community
names can be Unwed to their
source the reasoning used in
choosing others has long since
be come confused with the pass-
ing of time. In these instances
it is desirable to assume that
a glint of pride combined. with
a generous helping of ruggeo:
individualiam ruled the think-
ing of many settlers when they
chose the most unusual names










Tilman Adams  Paul Puckett
Lake Street Ext. — Call 281




may it bring you
Piee and .kff
Our wish for you
FULTON THEATRE
and its employees
The State Division of Parks1
will lower rates for lodifilig,
accommodations in January.1
February and March. of 1957;
on an experimental basis, ac-
cording to Mrs. Ben Kilgore.,
'lirector.
Accommodation rates at the
four winter parks--Cumberland
Falls, Kentucky Dam Village,'
Kentucky Lake, and -Lake
Cumberland—will be reduced:
to $4 for single rates and to
$f/ for doubles. Cabin rates will I
also be reduced for the next
thrae months -- from $60 and —
$70 a week to $50 for this per
iod. Reduced rates will. becom:
effective at Kentucky Lak
State Park Jan. 15.
to keep her from getting rii•I
vous. Always clip against tl
lay of the hair. Cut the
itist below the hocks, then cli;
the rear udder. Hold the slip
taut and clip around the sid,
of the udder-and stand to one
Fide of the cow . . . never to
the rear. After *the udder comes
the hocks and the Under side
ot the cow making sure the
fore udder is clean. Now hold
the clipper on edge and make
s mark line from the milk well
In the thurl then up the back
to the base of the neck or
withers on both sides. Clip this
area our and you are through.,
KEEP THE CLIPPER A-
GAINST"CHE SKIN AT ALL
TIMES EVEN ON THE RE-
TURN STROKE. THIS WILL
KEEP YOU FROM JADING
TIER WITH THE CLIPPER.
To get the most out of your
elipmaster always dip the
blades in a 50-50 solution of
keroseni.t and old motor oil. Do
this often_ if the cows are dirty.
This cls:iss and lubricates the
blades. Now then, if 'you are-
not able to clip a caw after
.this we wiil hold a demonstra-
tion for you and your neigh-
bors.
I would like to take this op-
portunity to wish you and your
family a very MERRY
CHRISTMAS. . . down on the
farm.
The way of the transgressor
may be hard — but it ian%
lonely. — Changing 'limes.
rasritt79 (6rrrtings
May the
true meaning
of Christmas
be yours.
WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME
Fulton, Ky.
Ii..
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